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The flying ability of insects is spellbinding: dragonflies can catch their prey in
midair, mosquitoes have an intricate in-flight mating ritual, honey-bees are able
to land precisely on a small flower. Even the minute fruit fly can accurately
induce sudden flight maneuvers in milliseconds. To gain an understanding of
how insects are able to perform these feats, scientists and engineers have, for
more than a century and a half, pursued the principles behind how insects fly.
This research has lead to many breakthroughs in our understanding of the behavior and force production of flapping wings. Despite such successes, many
aspects of how insects are able to maneuver and precisely control their flight
with such apparent ease, remain poorly understood.
Insects control their flight by altering the motion of their rapidly beating
wings. Therefore, in this thesis, we ask how insects actuate their wings. We
focus mainly on a single degree of freedom of the wings: their orientation as
they slice through the air, termed the wing pitch. This particular motion is chosen because of the sensitivity of the aerodynamic forces on both fixed wing and
flapping flight to changes in wing pitch. The major results of this thesis are
contained in §2–§5. In these chapters, we build a quantitative understanding
of how insects pitch their wings. This part of the thesis culminates in §5 where
we show how insects modulate wing pitching to induce flight maneuvers. We
briefly summarize each chapter below.
In §2, we analyze the hovering wing kinematics of insects and find that they

do not do any positive work to pitch their wings. The wing inertia and aerodynamic forces both tend to rotate the wing, suggesting that wing pitching is
largely passive.
In §3, we describe the methods we developed to measure and visualize the
kinematics of freely-flying fruit flies.
In §4, we analyze the kinematics of freely-flying fruit flies and find that the
pitching motion of insect wings can be understood by modeling the viscoelastic
properties of the wing joints.
In §5, we analyze the motion of maneuvering fruit flies and find that these
insects turn by modulating their wing pitch, in effect rowing through the air. We
show that their flight dynamics ultimately derive from fine-tuned biomechanical properties of the wing hinge with only subtle actuation by the musculature.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the numerical methods used
throughout this work. In §6, we describe the aerodynamic models used to compute the forces on insect wings. Finally, we end in §7 with a discussion of a
topic somewhat separate from the rest of the thesis: we introduce a genetic programming method that determines symbolic relationships between variables
from time-series measurements. We apply this method to finding an improved
quasi-steady model for the aerodynamic torque that rotates a two-dimensional
falling plate.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW

The apparent ease with which insects can perform complex flight maneuvers has long fascinated scientists. The speed insects move with, however, has
been an obstacle to understanding their motion: many insects beat their wings
dozens, even hundreds of times a second and perform rapid maneuvers in only
milliseconds. These short timescales are far too fast for human vision to capture
the intricacies of their motion. Thus, the study of insect flight truly began in
the mid-nineteenth century, when the advent of the stroboscope and photography allowed scientists to appreciate the elegant motion of insects for the first
time [1, 2]. Over a century and a half much progress has been made in this rich
field of research. For example, scientists have learned many of the aerodynamic
mechanisms insects use to produce the forces on their wings [3–15]. At the same
time, biologists have cataloged and explored the muscles that drive the insect
wings [16–23]. There remain, however, innumerable open questions yet to be
answered.
In this body of work, we quantitatively analyze how insects actuate their
wings. At a basic level, these actuations are caused by a cascade of neural and
muscle firings. Neurons fire to send a signal to flight muscles whose actions,
in turn, combine with mechanical properties of joints to actuate the motion of
insect wings. The wings then move in response to both the torques exerted by
the insect and the aerodynamic and inertial forces acting on them. Finally, the
flight path of the insect is altered by the aerodynamic forces caused by its coupled wing and body motions. Because of the complex physiology and dynamics
of insect wings, how wing motions are actuated and how they induce an insect
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to maneuver remain poorly understood. In this thesis, we specifically focus on
understanding how insects actuate the orientation of their wings as they slice
through the air. Aerodynamic forces on wings are particularly sensitive to this
motion, called the wing pitch [15]. In fact, fixed winged aircraft are primarily
controlled by varying the orientation of their flight surfaces and research shows
that wing pitch plays a similarly import role in insect flight [24, 25].
We determine how insects actuate their wing pitch directly from measurements of their wing and body motion. From these measurements, we infer the
forces and torques acting on the insects and in conjunction with computer simulations and mathematical models show how they are actuated. There are, however, millions of different species of insects [21]. Therefore, examining the flight
mechanics of each species individually is impossible and we must choose a representative species to study. With a few exceptions, notably §2, we focus our
analysis on the flight mechanics of Drosophila melanogaster. These tiny insects
are ideally suited for flight research because they are easily reared in a laboratory environment. As a result, the physiology and genetics of this insect is
thoroughly researched allowing for the eventual connection of flight research
with the biology of the organism.
This thesis is roughly divided into into two parts. The first part, §2–5, contains the major results of the thesis. In these chapters, we quantitatively analyze
the pitching motion of insect wings and build a model to show how this motion
arises. This research direction culminates in §5, where we show how insects
modulate the pitch of their wings to steer their flight through the air. The second part of the thesis, §6 and §7, is focused on the numerical methods that we
use throughout this work to study the aerodynamic forces on insect wings. We
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briefly summarize each chapter below.
We begin in §2 by analyzing published wing kinematics of hovering fruit
flies, dragonflies, and hawkmoths to determine whether insects need to expend
energy to pitch their wings. We determine this energy by inferring the forces
and torques driving the wings, and computing the mechanical energy involved
in wing rotation. These methods allow us to infer whether direct muscular actuation is necessary to pitch the wings. We find that the wing inertia and aerodynamic forces both tend to naturally rock the wing back and forth suggesting
that this motion may be largely passive.
In §3, we describe the Hull Reconstruction Motion Tracking (HRMT) technique developed by Leif Ristroph, Gordon Berman and the author of this thesis.
This method allows us to accurately recover the kinematics of freely flying fruit
flies at a level of detail that has previously been impossible. Aside from a description of the method the accuracy is rigorously assessed. Furthermore techniques are introduced to accurately differentiate the kinematic data as reduce
the data.
In §4 we apply HRMT to several hundred measured strokes of freely flying
D. melanogaster to determine the torques that an insect exerted by the insect
to drive its wings. We confirm the results of §2 that the torque are passive.
Furthermore, we show that they may can be accurately modeled by a damped
torsional spring. Finally, we discuss the properties of the wing hinge that can
give rise to such behavior.
In §5, we analyze fruit flies performing sharp turns to determine how they
induce these maneuvers. We find that, to turn, Drosophila modulate their wing
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pitch and in effect row through the air. We also show that despite this modulation the pitching of the insect wings is still primarily passive. In fact, insects use
the passive pitching behavior of their wings and effectively bias the rest angle
of the torsional spring that induces wings to pitch achieve the rowing motions
of the wings. Finally, we discuss the biomechanical implications of this result.
In §6 we describe the numerical methods which are used to throughout the
thesis. Specifically, we detail the models we use to determine the aerodynamic
forces on a flying insect from its wing and body kinematics. We also describe
how these force models are extended to model the passive fluid dynamic interactions that a wing undergoes.
The final chapter, §7, is a separate project that is related to the numerical
methods of §6. In this chapter, we introduce a genetic programming method
that determines symbolic relationships between variables from time-series measurements. We apply this method to finding an improved quasi-steady model
for the aerodynamic torque that rotates a two-dimensional falling plate.

4

CHAPTER 2
PASSIVE WING PITCH REVERSAL IN INSECT FLIGHT

2.1 Introduction 1
Due to morphological constraints, insects must reverse the direction of their
wing motion periodically. Correspondingly, the wing pitch is also reversed in
order to maintain a positive angle of attack during the entire period. At the
transition from an up-stroke to a down-stroke, the wing pitch reversal is called
pronation, and at the transition from a down-stroke to an up-stroke, it is called
supination. For dragonflies, the reversal of their wing’s pitch is primarily responsible for orienting the wing so that it plunges down at a large angle of attack and then returns at a smaller one. We show snapshots of the wing motion of
a tethered dragonfly in Fig. 2.1. Pronation occurs in frames 1–2 and supination
can be observed in frames 5–7. In other insects (e.g., fruit flies), the pitch reverses such that the mid-stroke angle of attack is about the same in the back and
forth strokes. This sudden wing pitch reversal marks the main difference between hovering using flapping motion and using a continuously rotating wing.
It is therefore of interest to understand whether the pitch reversal necessarily
requires active muscle control from the insect or if it can result from a passive
mechanism.
Insects are able to independently modulate the timing of the pitch reversal
of their left and right wings [14, 27], suggesting that flight muscles may be involved in driving its motion. The manner in which insect wings are driven by
1

The work presented in this chapter originally appeared in Bergou, Xu & Wang, J. Fluid.

Mech., 591, 321–337 (2007).
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Figure 2.1: Snapshots from the video of tethered dragonfly motion during one
period [26].
flight muscles, however, tend to naturally pitch the insect wing. Specifically, the
wing driving forces act through an axis near the leading edge of the wing [28].
Because the wing’s center of mass is behind the leading edge of the wing, muscle forces will cause a moment about the center of mass that will cause it to
pitch. In fact, the inertial forces on the wings of a housefly, indicate that wing
inertia alone may be sufficient to cause wing pitch reversal [29].
In this paper, we compute the power required by the insect to pitch its wings.
We take into account aerodynamic forces on the wing as well as the wing inertia,
i.e. the position of the center of mass with respect to the torsion axis. To compute the aerodynamic power, we solve the 2D Navier-Stokes equations as well
as using a simplified quasi-steady force model for observed wing kinematics.
We analyze several wing kinematics, including those measured from a tethered
dragonfly [26], as well as published kinematics of a hovering fruit fly [30], hovering hawkmoth [31], and simplified dragonfly hovering kinematics [32]. We
find that for all the kinematics, no power is required from the insect for wing
pitch reversal, thus the wing pitch is passive. We further observe that the ro6

tational power due to aerodynamic forces is greater than inertial effects in fruit
flies and dragonflies. In hawkmoths, the inertial effects become more important. Employing a quasi-steady model, we show that for any kinematics where
pitch reversal occurs near stroke reversal, where forces due to wing acceleration
and wing rotation dominate those due to velocity, both the aerodynamic and
the inertial forces aid the wing pitching. A signature of passive wing pitch reversal is the direction of the torsional wave traveling along the back of the wing
during reversal. If it propagates from near the tip to the root, then this suggests
that the aerodynamic force, which is maximal near the tip, is responsible for the
turning motion. If the wave propagates from the root to tip, then it suggests
that the muscle force applied near the root, is turning the wing. We observe
a torsional wave traveling from tip to root for the dragonfly wing kinematics,
thus providing experimental evidence for our results.

2.2 Energetics of Wing Rotation
In order to determine whether the wing pitch reversal is active or passive, we
calculate the power required by the insect to produce the observed pitching
motion. The pitch is the rotational motion of the wing about the torsion axis,
the axis through which the forces produced by the muscles of the insect wing
act, and about which forces applied to the wing will generate no moment on
the wing [28]. Accordingly, in order to determine the power requirements, we
calculate the rotational power about this line.
Although the immersed interface method we use for direct numerical simulation is naturally suited for modeling a flexible wing structure, in this paper,
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B

A

ψ

Figure 2.2: (A) 2D coordinate system. The wing chord is shaded in gray. For a
dragonfly the torsion axis and the center of mass are located at approximately
15% and 30% of a chord length behind the leading edge of the wing. (B) A
snapshot of vorticity field during flapping period just prior to pronation.
we approximate the wing as a rigid plate to calculate 2D forces and power. This
is motivated by the observation that the most visible deformation during wing
pitch reversal is the twisting along the torsional axis [33]. The twisting is mainly
caused by the different amounts of wing rotation along the wingspan. This deformation is different from the camber of a clamped plate due to the forces applied at the two ends. The rigid plate approximation simplifies analysis and
also helps us decouple the effect of the wing camber, which is interesting in its
own right [34], from the effect of twisting due to pitching which is our current
focus. We will first calculate the rotational power on a 2D rigid wing. By applying blade-element theory to the 2D result, we can qualitatively explain the
twisting along the span of the wing. The 2D cross-section of the insect wing is
shown in Fig. 2.2A. In this model, the angular motion of the 3D wing is described by translation in the x̂ and ŷ direction, while pitching corresponds to the
angle ψ. The locations of the torsion axis and center of mass of a dragonfly wing
are taken from measurements in [28].
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the 3D to 2D conversion of the dragonfly wing kinematics. In (A) and (B) we show a 3D image of the dragonfly with the 2D projection cylinder. In (C) we see the 2D wing with the slices superimposed on
them.
Given a set of kinematics, the total power that is exerted by the insect, Pinsect ,
can then be calculated from,
Pinertial = m~acm · ~vcm + Icm ψ̈ψ̇ = Paerodynamic + Pinsect ,

(2.1)

where ~acm and ~vcm are the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass of the
wing, m and Icm are mass and moment of inertia of the wing. The power can
be decomposed into rotational and translational components about the torsion
axis. The power required by the insect to pitch the wing, Prot , is then
Prot = ψ̇dcm (ma x sin ψ − may cos ψ) + Icm ψ̈ψ̇ −ψ̇dgc (F x sin ψ − Fy cos ψ) − ψ̇τ,
|
{z
}|
{z
}
Prot
inertial

(2.2)

−Prot
aerodynamic

where dcm is the distance from the center of mass to the torsion axis, dgc is the
distance from the geometric center of the wing to the torsion axis and F x , Fy and
τ are the aerodynamic forces and torque about the geometric center of the wing,
and the accelerations, a x and ay , are at the center of mass.

2.3 Measurement of Wing Kinematics
We use the tethered dragonfly wing kinematics measured in [26]. In order to
obtain the motion in 3D using a single camera, a mirror was placed near the
9
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Figure 2.4: Projected motion and angular velocity of a fore- ((A) and (B) respectively) and a hindwing ((C) and (D) respectively). In (A) and (C), the lines
indicate snapshots of the angular orientation of the wing (for clarity line lengths
are scaled to 40% of the actual chord-length of the wing). The leading edge of
the wing is denoted by the dot. Lengths are in units of chord length, and time
in units of flapping period.
dragonfly. Both the insect and the reflection were recorded using a high speed
camera at 1500 frames per second. In Fig. 2.1, we can see snapshots of the
captured wing motion reproduced from [26]. From the video, 3D kinematics
were reconstructed using three marked points on the wings for 5 beats of the
insects wing. This was done by treating the wings as rigid bodies, ignoring any
deformation.
The two pairs of wings move symmetrically and the wing interaction between the two sides is negligible due to the small stroke angle, we therefore
simulate a pair of wings on one side. As mentioned above we simulate a 2D
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cross-section. As shown in Fig. 2.3 the stroke-planes of the fore- and hindwings are nearly parallel, oriented at 37◦ from the vertical. As a result of this, a
single cylinder can be aligned such that the axis is perpendicular to both stroke
planes. To make use of this fact for the 2D projection, we take such a cylinder
with a radius 2/3’s the wingspan of the forewing, and use its intersection with
the leading edge of each wing to determine the trace of each wing on the cylinder. Conversion to Cartesian coordinates is done by unwrapping the cylinder
about the mid-stroke and defining the 2D coordinate system so that the ŷ corresponds to the vertical direction. Making use of a second intersection point of the
wing with the cylinder, we additionally calculate the pitching angle in the 2D
coordinate system. To avoid varying the chord length throughout the motion, a
constant chord length is maintained and wing position and orientation are determined by the leading edge intersection of the wing and the pitching angle
determined from the second intersection point respectively. This corresponds,
approximately, to taking the 2D cross-section of the wing shown in Fig. 2.3C.
The resulting motion is parametrized by the position of the center of the
wing, x(t) and y(t), and the angular orientation of the wing chord, ψ(t), as defined Fig. 2.2A. The average 2D stroke is given by fitting the resulting wing
kinematics with an 8 parameter Fourier series to each of x(t), y(t) and ψ(t). The
resulting 2D kinematics, the unwrapped motion of the wings, are shown in Figs.
2.4A and 2.4B. On these figures, we also see the regions of pronation and supination, which are found by analyzing the pitching velocity of the wing, ψ̇, shown
in Figs. 2.4B and 2.4D.
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Figure 2.5: The averaged values of Prot for the fore-, (A), and hind-, (B), wings
as a function of time, pronation and supination are at marked regions. The
average value is taken over 50 periods. Also shown in the figure are −Prot
aerodynamic
and Prot
from
Eq.
2.2.
Time
is
in
the
unit
of
the
flapping
period,
and
Prot
inertial
dimensions, power per unit length, in the unit of the ratio of the weight of the
insect and the timescale.

2.4 Passive Wing Pitch Reversal in Dragonfly Flight
In Fig. 2.5, we show the rotational power about the torsion axis as a function
of time for the fore- and hind- wings respectively. These are calculated using
Eq. 2.2 for 50 wing strokes and then averaged. Shown are both the contribution from the aerodynamics and the wing inertia. During both pronation and
supination, Prot has strong negative peaks that are greater in magnitude during
pronation than during supination. The negative peaks indicate that the fluid,
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Figure 2.6: In (A) and (B) we show −Prot
aerodynamic and its components for the foreand hind- wings, respectively. The units of time and −Prot
aerodynamic are the same as
in Fig. 2.5.
by doing work on the wings, actually aids, rather than resists, the wing pitch
reversal. This shows that the wing pitch reversal is passive. Both inertial and
aerodynamic effects have a tendency of pitching the wing in the proper direction, but in this case, aerodynamic effects dominate.
In Fig. 2.6, we see that for both wings, the added mass term dominates
all other terms at both pronation and supination. The next dominant term is
the rotational circulation term which aids passivity at pronation of the wings
and opposes it at supination. The dissipative and rotational circulation terms
only play minor roles in wing pitch reversal. However, they tend to oppose
wing pitch reversal in the beginning of the pronation and supination and aid
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it in the latter half of it. We therefore see that for the dragonfly kinematics,
the passivity of wing pitch reversal is determined, to a large extent, by added
mass and rotational circulation effects, with other terms playing a minor, but
discernible, role.

2.5 Passive Wing Pitch Reversal in Other Insects
To see if the described passive mechanism for wing pitch reversal occurs in other
insects, we analyze kinematics for a hovering fruit fly [30], hovering hawkmoth
[31], and simplified dragonfly hovering kinematics [32]. As with the dragonfly,
we calculate Prot using Eq. 2.2 for a chord-wise cross section of the wing at 66%
the wingspan. In order to model aerodynamic forces, we use the quasi-steady
model from Eq. 6.27. For the simplified hovering kinematics, the morphological
parameters of the dragonfly studied in the previous section are used. For the
fruit fly and hawkmoth, actual morphology of the insects is employed [30, 35].
Results for Prot along with each wing motion are shown in Fig. 2.7. For each
of the kinematics, we see similar results to the dragonfly kinematics. Large negative peaks occur close to the wing pitch reversal, which is nearly coincidental
with stroke reversal. Because of the relatively light wings of dragonflies and
fruit flies (Figs. 2.7A and 2.7E), the aerodynamic component of Prot is greater
than the inertial one. For the hawkmoth, however, the inertial component becomes dominant. This is expected, as the hawkmoth has a large wing mass
relative to the body mass.
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Figure 2.7: Wing motions and quasi-steady Prot for a fruit fly, (A)–(B), hawkmoth, (C)–(D), and simplified dragonfly hovering kinematics, (E)–(F). The units
of time and Prot are the same as in Fig. 2.5.
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ψ̈*

ψ̈*
md +m d

a gc
Figure 2.8: Plot of ψ̈∗ = cm
|ay0 | against |ψ̈|. The region under the solid line
Icm +Ia
is the limit where inertial and added mass effects aid in wing pitch reversal.
The points represent snapshots of the wing kinematics during pronation and
supination, i.e. they are values of ψ̈(t) and ay0 (t) for a particular motion at a
particular t.

2.6 Quasi-steady Analysis of Wing Pitch Reversal
The fact that passive wing pitch reversal is observed for these different wing
kinematics suggests the existence of a general explanation. The passive pitching
can be intuitively explained as follows. When the wing decelerates prior to
stroke reversal, the fluid continues to move forward and pushes the center of
the wing forward causing it to rotate about the torsion axis. This is the addedmass effect. As the wing continues to pitch after stroke reversal, lift, drag and
added mass forces on the wing will all be directed in a way that will cause pitch
reversal to occur passively. Below, we analyze the relative importance of these
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terms in the framework of the quasi-steady model. We do this by inspecting the
components in the quasi-steady expression for Prot term by term.
If the wing is thin,

b
a

 1, then the added mass coefficients can be simplified

as m11 → 0, m22 → ma . Hence, we can combine Eqs. 2.2 and 6.27 to write Prot in
the co-rotating coordinate system as,
Prot = [(Icm + Ia )ψ̈ − (mdcm + ma dgc )ay0 + ma v x0 vy0 −dgc Fyν0 + τν +ρ f dgc v x0 Γ]ψ̇.
|
{z
} | {z } | {z }
inertial and added mass

dissipative

(2.3)

circulation

All terms in the equation appear as defined previously. We analyze Eq. 2.3
term by term, and seek criteria that, when satisfied, result in wing pitch reversal
being passive.
Near stroke reversal the translational velocity of the wing is small, and therefore drag and circulatory terms will be small because of their velocity dependence. The terms (Icm + Ia )ψ̈ψ̇ − (mdcm + ma dgc )ay0 ψ̇ are independent of velocity
and dependent on the acceleration of the wing. Therefore, when pitch reversal
occurs in this region added mass and inertial terms dominate Prot . We therefore,
first, consider the balance of these two dominant terms. They aid the wing pitch
when their sum is negative, this occurs when
|ψ̈| ≤

mdcm + ma dgc
|ay0 |.
Icm + Ia

(2.4)

These terms determine a limit on angular acceleration below which added mass
and inertial effects aid in pitch reversal. In Fig. 2.8, we plot ψ̈∗ =

mdcm +ma dgc
|ay0 |
Icm +Ia

against |ψ̈| for snapshots in time during the pronation and supination of the previously mentioned wing kinematics. Added mass and inertial effects aid wing
pitch reversal for any points that lie below the identity and oppose it otherwise.
As we see from the figure, most points lie below this line. Therefore these terms
tend to aid pitch reversal during both pronation and supination. The torque
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due to these terms will pitch the wing such that the leading edge of the wing
remains the edge near the torsional axis.
As mentioned, the drag and circulatory terms are small near stroke reversal,
however, they can play a role in wing pitching if pitch reversal occurs sufficiently away from stroke reversal. From Eq. 6.26, we see that τν will always
oppose wing rotation, but is negligible. The other drag term F~ ν ∝ −|~v|~v will
oppose the translational motion of the wing. Therefore, if pitch reversal occurs
before stroke reversal, this term opposes pitching, and aids it after stroke reversal. This is in agreement with observations in Fig. 2.6.
The circulation term can be decomposed into translational, Prot
ΓT , and the rotational, Prot
ΓR , components. Following Eq. 6.25,
Prot
ΓT = −2C T ρ f dgc dle

v2x0 vy0
ψ̇
|~v|

(2.5)

This term aids pitch reversal when the sign of vy0 and ψ̇ are the same. This occurs
when the trailing edge is rotating away from the direction that it is moving, as is
the case when the wing pitches after stroke reversal. Prot
ΓR can be calculated from
2
2
Prot
ΓR = 2C R ρ f dgc dle v x0 ψ̇ .

(2.6)

Because of its linear dependence in velocity, its magnitude is typically larger
than either drag or translational circulation near wing reversal. The sign of PΓ
is determined by the sign of v x0 , and opposes wing pitching unless the leading
edge is changed from near the torsion axis to the other edge of the wing, which
can happen momentarily during the pitch reversal (Fig. 2.4). In Fig. 2.6 we see
that translational circulation aids wing pitch reversal in the latter half of stokes,
past stroke reversal. Rotational circulation only helps rotate the wing during
pronation, where the leading edge temporarily changes from away the torsion
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of −Prot
aerodynamic calculated using IIM to the falling paper
model for the fore-, (A), and hind-wing, (B), respectively. The parameters in the
quasi-steady model match those from [36] with the exception of CR . CR = 2.58
for the forewing and 0.90 for the hindwing. The units of time and Prot
aerodynamic are
the same as in Fig. 2.5.
axis, and has a tendency of opposing it during supination, where the leading
edge remains unchanged.

2.6.1 Optimization of Quasi-steady Parameters
In §6.3.1 we compare the forces computed on dragonfly wings using the quasisteady model to simulations of the immersed interface method. We find that
because the wings generate a net downward jet, that is not present in the quasisteady model discrepancies in force predictions coincide with the wings cross19
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Figure 2.10: Torsional wave propagating along trailing edge of wing from base
to tip near pronation.
ing this jet near supination. To compensate for this effect we determine quasisteady parameter values that minimize the difference between the quasi-steady
and CFD results for Prot
aerodynamic . We find that only optimization of C R yields significant improvements in quasi-steady model predictions. In Fig. 2.9, we show
Prot
aerodynamic compared between direct simulations and the quasi-steady model
along with values of the optimized quasi-steady model parameters. Importantly, the peaks in the quasi-steady model have the same sign as in the direct
simulations. Furthermore, the net effect of these wing interaction effects is to
make the wing motion “more passive”. Since we are mainly interested in the
sign of these peaks when determining the passive nature of the wing pitching,
we will make use of this quasi-steady model in our general analysis in §2.6.
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Figure 2.11: Span-wise dependence of ψ on r, the fractional distance along the
span of the wing. ψ(r) is calculated by integrating the torque about the wing’s
center of mass over pronation and supination regions. During pronation, the
wing is reoriented so that ψ goes from a large value to a small one. During
supination, the opposite happens. Therefore, at both pronation and supination
the wing elements closer to the wingtip have a tendency of twisting ahead of
those nearer to the base and thus create a torsional wave.

2.7 Signature of Passive Wing Reversal
A signature of active versus passive wing pitch reversal is the direction of the
torsional wave traveling along the trailing edge of the wing during wing reversal. If the wave propagates from the root to tip, then the wing pitch reversal is
likely to be activated by the muscle, which is applied near the wing root. Such
a wave was previously observed in the study of a desert locust, Schistocerca gregaria [12]. If, on the other hand, the wave propagates from near the tip to the
root, then this suggests that the aerodynamic force, which is maximal near the
tip, is responsible for the turning motion. This type of torsional wave was observed in [29] for the wings of Diptera during passive wing rotation observed
in those insects. In Fig. 2.10, we show a blowup of several frames captured
for the tethered dragonfly around the transition from up-stroke to down-stroke.
We observe a torsional wave propagating along the trailing edge of the wing
starting near the wing-tip ending near the wing base. This provides additional
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evidence for the passive nature of the wing pitching as analyzed above.
The torsion along the length of the wing is directly related to the angular
rotation of each wing segment comprising it. Using the blade-element approximation and the wing shape of the dragonfly, we determine, for each segment,
the torque caused by aerodynamic forces and the insect muscle. The muscle
forces act at the torsion axis and are calculated by ensuring that the translational
acceleration of the wing matches the wing kinematics, F~insect = m~a − F~aerodynamic .
The torque about the center of mass of a segment is then
τ = τgc + (dcm − dgc )(Fy cos ψ − F x sin ψ) + (dcm − dta )(Fyinsect cos ψ − F xinsect sin ψ)
= Icm (r)ψ̈.

(2.7)

We approximate the wing as having uniform surface mass density. Thus, the
moment of inertia of a blade element is Icm ∝ c(r)3 at span r. Eq. 2.7 determines the pitching motion of each blade element independently of the others.
We integrate this equation over pronation and supination to determine how independent blade elements would move just based on aerodynamic force, and
the prescription of the torsion axis motion.
In Fig. 2.11, we show the results integrating Eq. 2.7 for the fore- and hindwings of the dragonfly. We see that if each blade element is allowed to move
independently, then the tip of the wing will move ahead of the base. Since a
wing is continuous, this will induce a torsional wave along the wingspan during
pronation and supination that travels from the wing tip to the base, as seen in
Fig. 2.10.
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2.8 Summary
We have analyzed the wing pitch reversal in observed hovering wing kinematics for 4 different insects. By calculating the rotational power required to pitch
the wing using direct numerical simulation and quasi-steady analysis, we have
shown that in all these cases, the wing pitch reversal is aided by the aerodynamic torque and wing inertia. The passive wing pitch is consistent with the
observed torsional wave which propagates from near the wing tip to wing root.
Using a quasi-steady analysis, we identified the main component of the fluid
forces that is responsible for the passive wing pitching. We have further determined the relative importance of the aerodynamic and the wing inertial force in
these different wing motions.
The observed wing pitching in these cases does not require additional power
input from the muscles. This suggests that while insects have the ability to
pitch the wing actively, during steady hovering flight, they can benefit from the
aerodynamic force and inertia to simplify the control of wing pitching.
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CHAPTER 3
MULTIPLE VIEW MOTION RECONSTRUCTION OF DROSOPHILA
FLIGHT

3.1 Introduction 1
Flying insects primarily control their flight path with very subtle changes to
how their wings slice through the air. By modifying their wing kinematics by
just a few degrees they are able to induce spectacular maneuvers such as sharp
turns at rates of thousands of degrees per second. The goal of this work is to
quantify how insects actuate their wings during flight. This requires unprecedented accuracy in the measurements of their movements. Further, because our
ultimate goal is to understand flight maneuvers we require measurements of
freely flying insects.
In this chapter, we briefly describe the method that we developed to track
the pose of freely flying D. melanogaster. Additional details may be found in
[25, 37]. We then in detail introduce how we visualize these data and quantify
the measurement uncertainties within this method.

3.2 Experimental Apparatus
Flight sequences of freely flying D. melanogaster are recorded using the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.1. Three synchronized high speed cameras (Phantom v7.1,
1

Part of the work presented in this chapter originally appeared in Ristroph, Berman, Bergou,

Wang & Cohen J. Exp. Biol., 212, (2009).
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Figure 3.1: (A) The experimental apparatus used to record maneuvers performed by freely flying fruit flies consists of three orthogonally placed cameras (C), focused on a common volume. Flies are placed in a flight chamber
(FC) where filming is triggered by the simultaneously breaking of crossed laser
beams (red lines). An LED arena in the center of the chamber induces flies to
perform maneuvers. The additional labeled components of the setup are beam
expander (BE), lens (L), back-lighting diode (S), bellows lens (B), lens (Z), laser
(L), mirror (M) and photo-detector (PD) (B) The LED arena is built from ten
panels of light emitting diodes arranged in a circle. Each panel consists of 8 × 8
grid of diodes. A rotating bar pattern is displayed to induce the flies to perform
turns. Image courtesy of Leif Ristroph
Vision Research, Inc., Wayne, NJ USA) each capture 512 × 512 pixel 12-bit gray
scale images at 8000 frames per second (fps). This setup enables us to capture
30–40 images per wing beat of Drosophila, which have a flapping frequency of
200-260 Hz. The cameras are aligned orthogonally to focus on a square filming volume 1–2 cm in length. Thus, the resolution of the captured insect body,
2mm, is usually about 80 pixels long. Due to stringent lighting requirements,
each camera is back-lighted with a bright light source (LEDs, Diamond Dragon,
OSRAM Opto Semiconductor, Sunnyvale, CA USA). Thus, silhouettes of flies
are recorded by the cameras. Flies are placed within a square chamber 12 cm in
length that encompasses the filming volume. A pair of laser beams are crossed
in the filming volume. These beams trigger filming when a fly breaks both si-
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Figure 3.2: We show the top-view of a recorded frame of a fruit fly in free-flight
(left). We are able to automatically remove the background of the image through
a median filter (right).
multaneously. The back-lighting and laser (HeNe, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ USA)
are chosen to be red (wavelength greater than 600 nm) in order to minimize
the visual stimulus to the insects, which have poor sensitivity to light of long
wavelength [38]. The optional LED arena in Fig. 3.1B consists of ten panels of
light emitting diodes. Each panel has an 8 × 8 grid of diodes. When filming is
triggered, a rotating strip pattern is displayed on the LED arena. This pattern
visually stimulates the fly to perform a turn [27].
Additional experimental details may be found in [25].

3.3 The Visual Hull
Motion approximation from image sequences taken by multiple synchronized
cameras is a very mature subject in the computer vision community. The technology evolved primarily for motion tracking of human performers and so, until recently [25,39,40], has been underutilized by the biolocomotion community.
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To recover the three-dimensional motion of the fruit fly from the recorded image
sequences, we use the concept of the maximum convex hull or visual hull [41].
This volume corresponds the maximum volume that is consistent with fly silhouettes recorded by each of the cameras.
To determine the visual hull from each frame of the image sequence, we
first segment the images to isolate the shadow of the fly from the background.
The relative uniformity of the background enables us to accomplish this fully
¯ y), of
automatically. We first compute the approximate the median image, I(x,
a random sample of images, In (x, y) for n = 1..N (where N is usually 100), from
each video. To ensure that thresholding is insensitive to subtly varying lighting
conditions we also compute the pixel-wise median absolute deviation, σ(x, y),
of the sequence. We clip σ(x, y) to ensure that it is neither too high or too low.
Then, we threshold foreground segments, Fn (x, y), within the image sequence
with,








In (x, y)
Fn (x, y) = 





0

¯ y) ≥ 3σ(x, y)
if In (x, y) − I(x,

.

(3.1)

otherwise

The largest connected regions within Fn are found using the binary Watershed
algorithm and all other regions are set to 0. We show this technique applied to
a frame of a hovering fruit fly in in Fig. 3.2.
We can determine the approximate three-dimensional volume occupied by
the fly from its captured shadows. For each frame of the recorded image sequences, we extend the fruit flies shadow that is found by image segmentation
(Eq. 3.1). We then extend these shadows in the in the direction from where it
is cast. This direction a shadow is extended corresponds to the axial orientation of the corresponding camera in the lab frame. The extended shadows form
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Figure 3.3: For each frame captured by the apparatus (Fig. 3.1), we extend the
fruit fly silhouette in the direction it is cast from. The intersection of these extended shadows from all recording cameras forms the visual hull of the fruit fly.
The colors of the visual hull are determined by the intensities in the shadows.
cylinders with cross-sections that correspond to the silhouettes (see Fig. 3.3). Extending the shadows in this way neglects perspective in the images, however,
the focal length of the cameras is much longer then each side of the filming volume, therefore, this method results in less than 5% distortion of lengths when
compared to more accurate methods.
The intersection of the extended shadows forms the visual hull of the fly
(Fig. 3.3). This volume is the maximum volume that can be occupied by the fly
that cast the shadows [41, 42]. To form the visual hull, the (square) pixels in the
images map to (three dimensional cube) voxels in the visual hull.
Because the filming apparatus records the shadows of flies very little intensity information is available in the images. The wings of a fruit fly, however,
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are translucent. Therefore, their intensity is distinct from the opaque fly body.
Further, because the veins on the wings are also opaque in the captured image
sequences (see Fig. 3.2) the venation pattern is visible on the wings. To use this
intensity information from the images we form the visual hull of the fly by,





Z(x, y)












Y(x, z)
V(x, y, z) = 





X(y, z)










0

if Z(x, y) ≤ Y(x, z) and Z(x, y) ≤ X(y, z)
if Y(x, z) < Z(x, y) and Y(x, z) ≤ X(y, z)

,

(3.2)

if X(x, y) < Z(x, y) and X(y, z) < Y(x, z)
otherwise

where V(x, y, z) is the visual hull and X(y, z), Y(x, z), Z(x, y) are the images captured by the three orthogonally placed cameras. By forming the visual hull
using Eq. 3.2, we ensure that a voxel of the visual hull has the intensity equal
to the minimum intensity of the intersecting shadows. To render the visual hull
we volume render the resulting three-dimensional voxel image using [43]. In
this way the intensity values approximated from 3.2 are mapped to colors in
Fig. 3.3.

3.4 Tracking of Flight Sequences
The wings of fruit flies are relatively rigid. In addition, we find that during
a flight sequence flies do not significantly alter the position of their legs and
body segments. We, therefore, recover the kinematics of a fly as six degrees of
freedom (DOF) describing the position and orientation of their body centroid
relative to the lab frame. Similarly, we also measure the 6 (DOF) of for each
wing centroid.
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Figure 3.4: The visual hull clustered into four segments. The left wing is shown
in blue, the right wing in red, while the body is shown in green.
To extract the insects kinematics from a flight image sequence, we compute
the visual hull for each set of images captured by the recording apparatus (see
§3.3). Because the wings of the fruit fly are extend out from the body we cluster
this three-dimensional image using k-means clustering [44]. This allows us to
identify the two wings and the body. The position and orientations of these
segments is then computed relative to the lab frame. Details of how we recover
poses of the fly from these the clustered visual hull may be found in [25, 37].
The Euler angles used to describe the orientation of the fly and its wings
relative to the lab frame are shown in Fig. 3.5. We define these angles by describing the sequence of rotations that orients the wings and body relative to the
lab frame (see [45, 46] for a similar treatment). The body is initially oriented so
that its longitudinal axis (the vector from the thorax to the head) coincides with
the x-axis and the wing attachment points are collinear with the y-axis. Simi30

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Figure 3.5: The orientation of the fly to the lab frame are depicted by three Euler
angles. The body orientation of a fruit fly relative to the lab frame are named the
yaw, pitch and roll. Similar Euler angles can be used to describe the wing orientations to the lab frame, however, it is more useful to describe their orientations
relative to the body.
larly, each wing is initially oriented so the x- and y-axes coincide with its span
and chord, respectively. Positive x- is directed from the base to the tip of the
wing, and positive y- is directed from the trailing edge to the leading edge of
the wing. The sequence of rotations that orients the segments (body, left wing
and right wing) to the lab frame are,

• Rotate counterclockwise by ψ about x-axis in fixed frame to arrive at ξ1 frame. The rotation matrix, R x describing this rotation is,


0
0
 1

R x =  0 cos ψ − sin ψ


0 sin ψ cos ψ
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 .




(3.3)

• Rotate clockwise by θ about y-axis in ξ1 frame to arrive at ξ2 -frame. The
rotation matrix, Ry , describing this rotation is,


 cos θ 0 − sin θ

Ry =  0
1
0


sin θ 0 cos θ





 .




(3.4)

• Rotate counterclockwise by φ about z-axis in ξ2 frame to arrive at lab
frame. The rotation matrix, Rz , describing this rotation is,




cos
φ
−
sin
φ
0




Rz =  sin φ cos φ 0  .




0
0
1 

(3.5)

The full sequence of rotations to orient a segment from the fixed frame to the
lab frame is,
R(φ, θ, ψ) = Rz (φ)Ry (θ)R x (ψ)

(3.6)

When appropriate, we use subscripts, r, l and b to differentiate, respectively,
between the Euler angles of the right wing, left wing and body. In Fig. 3.5 we
show the Euler angles that describe the body orientation. These are named yaw,
φb ; body-pitch, θb ; and roll, ψb .

3.4.1 Determining Wing Amplitude, Deviation and Pitch
Although the wing’s orientation and position relative to the lab frame are the
tracked quantities and are used in computing aerodynamic forces (see §6), their
description using these six DOF is redundant. The wings are constrained to
rotate about a hinge on the fly’s thorax [18], therefore, the orientation of each
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wing may be specified by just three DOF relative to the body. Here, we describe
the Euler angles that specify these three DOF.
The orientation of an insect’s wings relative its body is physiologically meaningful because flight muscles are located entirely within the thorax and do not
extend into the wings [17, 20, 21]. Therefore, the driving muscles are in the body
frame. Furthermore, insect flight muscles are mirror symmetric between the left
and right wings and can be split into two groups: indirect flight muscles and
direct flight muscles [22]. The large indirect flight muscles deform the thorax
of fly and are chiefly responsible for the flapping motion of insect wings. The
indirect or steering flight muscles are used to control flight and generate the
perturbations to strokes that ultimately alter maneuvers. We take care to choose
a coordinates that reflect the underlying fly physiology.
During steady free-flight, the longitudinal axis of D. melanogaster is oriented
at approximately 60◦ to the horizontal [47, 48]. To isolate the driving amplitude
from the other directions, we describe the orientation of the wings relative to
this body-pose. The Euler angles used to define this orientation are very similar
to those that define orientations relative to the frame. The one exception is that
the left and right wing are described in a mirror symmetric manner. Because
of the similarly in coordinate definitions, we use the same variables to describe
these angles relative to the lab and body frames. When we need to distinguish
between the different frames, we use a superscript L or B that precedes the variable to specify, respectively, whether it is in the lab or body frame (e.g. L φr versus
B

φr ).
We show the Euler angles used to describe the wing orientation relative to

the fly’s body in Fig. 3.6. They are are named - amplitude, B φ; deviation, B θ;
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Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Figure 3.6: The wing orientation is described by the pitch, deviation and amplitude. The angles are oriented with respect to the body of the fruit fly and are
mirror symmetric for the left and right wings. Above we show the Euler angles
describing the orientation of the right wing.
and wing-pitch, B ψ. These angles may be computed directly from the (tracked)
lab frame coordinate by using Eq. 3.6. The rotation matrix that orients the right
wing relative to the body may be computed by,
R∗ (B φr ,B θr ,B ψr ) = R−1 (φb , θb − 60◦ , ψb )R(L φr ,L θr ,L ψr ),

(3.7)

where care is taken to find the orientation relative to the 60◦ inclined pose of the
body. From R∗ , the Euler angles that describe the wing’s position are,




π
−1
∗
∗
B



− tan (R2,1 , R1,1 ) if θr , 2
B
φr = 





otherwise
0
θr = sin−1 R∗3,1




−1
∗
∗



tan (R3,2 , R3,3 )
B
ψr = 





tan−1 (R∗1,2 , R∗1,3 )
B
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if B θr ,

π
2

otherwise

,

(3.8)

where subscripts on the rotation matrix indicate particular components of the
matrix. For the left wing, we compute R∗ identically to Eq. 3.7. Then




π
−1
∗
∗
B



tan (R2,1 , R1,1 ) if θl , 2
B
φl = 





otherwise
0
θl = sin−1 R∗3,1




◦
−1
∗
∗



180 − tan (R3,2 , R3,3 )
B
ψl = 





180◦ − tan−1 (R∗1,2 , R∗1,3 )
B

if B θl ,

π
2

.

(3.9)

otherwise

3.5 Visualization of Flight Sequences
To visualize the kinematics of the flight sequences reconstructed using HRMT
[25], we map the recovered wing and body kinematics onto a virtual fly. In
analog with the recovered kinematics, the virtual fly is modeled as a rigid body
and two rigid wings. The body is represented by three ellipsoids, corresponding
to the head, thorax and abdomen of the insect. The size of these segments is
estimated from the images sequences used to reconstruct the kinematics. Each
wing of the fly is represented by an ellipsoid. Two of the axes of the ellipsoid are
matched to the chord and span of the insect. This is, once again, accomplished
by estimating these quantities from the image sequences.
We visualize each frame of the kinematic sequence by rendering the virtual
fly using [49]. In addition, we display the original frames captured by the filming apparatus (Fig. 3.1) in panels around the fly. The orientation of each panel
corresponds to the orientation of the camera used to record the image sequence.
Once rendered, these frames may be stitched together to depict the captured
motion. To represent the motion of a fly in a figure, we render multiple re35

constructed poses of the insect within the same image. Similarly, the captured
image frames are merged to match the panel images to the rendered poses.

3.6 Uncertainty in Kinematic Measurements
Flying insects are able to initiate complex maneuvers through very slight
changes to their wing kinematics. To understand and characterize these maneuvers requires, not only accurate kinematic measurements, but also an understanding of the errors and limitations in of how these measurement are made.
We, therefore, take great care to characterize the errors associated in the reconstruction of the poses of the fly. In this chapter, we describe the methods we use
to characterize the measurement uncertainties on kinematic quantities. We also
describe how systematic errors in the body roll, ψb , and measurements of the
wing centroids, ~xr,l , are accounted for.
We model measurement of a kinematic quantity as,
f˜(t) = f (t) + X(t),

(3.10)

where f˜(t) is the result of the measurement at time t and f (t) is the true parameter value (also at time t). The measurement error, X(t), is modeled as white
noise,
E[X(t)] = 0
E[X(t1 )X(t2 )] = σ(t)2 δ(t1 − t2 ),

(3.11)

where E is the expectation value, and σ(t) is the variance of the random variable. For our measurements, we find that σ(t)2 does not normally vary in time.
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Measurements of the error profile (see [25] and method described in §3.6.2) confirm that this is an accurate model for random measurement errors. Systematic
errors in the data acquisition are dealt with separately in §3.7.

3.6.1 Error Covariance Matrix from Kinematic Measurements
Because we can model measurement errors as white noise (Eq. 3.11), the error
covariance matrix (ECM) of the measured kinematics can be simply estimated
directly from the data. For two time series of measured kinematic variables,
f˜i = f˜(ti ) and g̃(ti ), with corresponding errors Xi and Yi the 2 × 2 ECM is defined
as,
σ xy ≡ E[Xi Yi ],

(3.12)

where E is the expectation value of the random variables. By using a finite
difference stencil to numerically differentiate each time series we amplify the
errors. Specifically, by applying the second order derivative stencil to our data,
we can show that,
f˜i+1 − 2 f˜i + f˜i−1 = ∆t2 f¨(ti ) + Xi+1 − 2Xi + Xi−1 ,

(3.13)

where ∆t is the time-step of the measurement, and f¨(ti ) is the true derivative
of the signal at time ti . Because ∆t2 f¨(ti ) is proportional to the discretization it
is much reduced compared to the value of the random variables. Therefore,
this term may be neglected in the approximation. Then the ECM can be found
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Figure 3.7: We estimate the error covariance matrix (ECM) using kinematic measurements of 12 flight sequences, totaling 5883 fly poses. We show the values of
the ECM using a checkerboard plot. The covariance matrix is nearly diagonal as
can be seen by the relatively high intensity of diagonal components compared
to off-diagonal ones. Slight correlations exist between the errors in left and right
wing’s pitch angles, ψr,l .
estimated as,
1
cov( f˜i+1 − 2 f˜i + f˜i−1 , g̃i+1 − 2g̃i + g̃i−1 )
6
1
=
cov(Xi+1 − 2Xi + Xi−1 , Yi+1 − 2Yi + Yi−1 )
6
1
(cov(Xi+1 Yi+1 ) + 4cov(Xi Yi ) + cov(Yi−1 Xi−1 ))
=
6

σ xy =

= cov(Yi Xi ),

(3.14)

where the first line is the estimate we use and the others show the derivation of
this formula. In Eq. 3.14, we use the fact that white noise is homogeneous in
time (Eq. 3.11).
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Table 3.1: The variance of the measurement uncertainties are estimated for each
of the measured kinematic variables for the right wing, left wing and fly body.
The estimates are computed directly from 12 distinct flight sequences totaling
5883 different poses of the fly.
Segment σ~x (pixel) σφ (◦ ) σθ (◦ ) σψ (◦ )
Body
±0.5
±1.4 ±1.2
±20
Wings
±2
±3
±2.5 ±5.5
We show the estimate of the full 18×18 ECM from 12 distinct flight sequences
totaling 5883 tracked poses in Fig. 3.7. The data is summarized as a checkerboard plot, where for each pair of variables the color of the checker represents
the covariance between them. The colors are on a logarithmic scale due to the
large separation of error scales that appear. Of importance is that the ECM is
close to diagonal: the diagonal elements are larger than off-diagonal ones by at
least a factor of two. This indicates that the measurement uncertainties may be
summarized by diagonal elements alone.
In Tbl. 3.1 we quantitatively summarize estimates of the variances of the
random error in the measured flight sequences. These values correspond to the
diagonal elements of Fig. 3.7. As can be seen random errors in position are estimated to be within a few pixels and a few degrees for orientation angles. One
notable exception is the roll angle of the body, ψb . The uncertainty on this Euler
angle is measured to be 20◦ . This is because the fly body is highly symmetric for
rotations about its longitudinal axis and therefore this quantity is very difficult
to measure directly. In §3.7.1 we show how we compensate for the uncertainty
in this measurement.
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Figure 3.8: We prescribe kinematics to the virtual fly, compute the shadows of
this fly and use HRMT to track the kinematics. We then compare the tracked
kinematics to the prescribed one to validate the algorithm and measure the errors in reconstructing the three-dimensional kinematics.

3.6.2 Error Variances from Virtual Fly Pose
Although we can estimate the ECM directly from kinematic measurements of
the fly, the accuracy of these estimates depend on how closely measurement
errors resemble white noise (Eq. 3.11). We, therefore, determine measurement
uncertainties with a more direct method to provide an alternative estimate, and
confirm that white noise is an adequate model, of these errors. In particular,
we model the fruit fly using the virtual fly shown in Fig. 3.8A (see also §3.5).
The fly consists of two rigid wings and a body built from three ellipsoids. The
sizes of each body segment is scaled to match those of real flies as estimated
from the captured image sequences. By prescribing the kinematics of the virtual
fly (i.e. the position and orientations each segment), we are able to generate
realistic shadows of the virtual flies that estimate the types encountered in real
measurements. We then apply the tracking method described in §3.4 to estimate
the virtual fly’s position from its shadows. By repeatedly tracking the virtual fly
in a large number of orientations we are able to quantify how close the recovered
positions are to the prescribed ones.
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Table 3.2: Measurement uncertainties in the position and orientation of the
model fly segments (right wing, left wing and body).
Segment σ~x (pixel) σφ (◦ ) σθ (◦ ) σψ (◦ )
Body
±2
±2
±3
±7
Wings
±2
±5
±5
±5
We summarize the directly determined measurement variances for the kinematic variables of the fly in Tbl. 3.2 (for detailed results, see [25]). The results
are similar to those shown in Tbl. 3.1. Centroid positions of the body can be
recovered to better than 2 pixels, while the uncertainty in the orientation angles
is ±5◦ . Once again, we note that the roll of the body can have large inaccuracies.

3.7 Systematic Errors in Tracked Kinematics
In §3.6.2 and §3.6.1 we characterized the random errors associated with kinematic tracking of the flight sequences. The systematic errors in the tracking of
fly positions, however, remains to be addressed. It should be noted that by
tracking the virtual fly in §3.6.2 both systematic and random errors may be estimated, however, the because of the relatively simpler morphology of the virtual
fly when compared with a real D. melanogaster, we find that systematic errors are
under estimated by this method. We therefore directly compare the originally
measured fly silhouettes to the tracked fly poses.
For each tracked frame of a flight sequence, we map the recovered kinematics onto a virtual fly whose morphology is matched those measured from the
video of the real fly. From the poses of this virtual fly we compute shadows that
would be recorded by a camera, similarly to Fig. 3.8A and Fig. 3.8B. We finally
overlay the shadows of the virtual fly onto the raw images of the fly to compare
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of virtual fly shadows to the corresponding measured
frames of the flight sequence.
the quality of tracking. This may be done for all the frames of a flight sequence.
We show the results of comparing a particular frame with the outlined method
in Fig. 3.9. We find that the uncertainties in tracking the body position, orientation, and the wing orientations are in agreement with those in shown in Tbl.
3.2. We, however, find that large systematic errors appear in the centroid of the
wings at the ends of strokes. These are caused by part of the wings being hidden by the body which makes detecting their centers difficult. We adjust for this
systematic error in §3.7.1. We show our method for improving the detection of
the body roll in §3.7.2.

3.7.1 Improving Estimates of Body Roll
Because D. melanogaster is roughly symmetric about the longitudinal axis of its
body, the roll of the fly, ψb , is poorly determined the visual hull [25]. Although
ψb plays no role in the computation of the forces on the fly, we use it to determine the orientation of the wings in the body frame (see §3.4.1). We, therefore,
improve on its measurement by using observed constraints on the wing kinematics of the fly. We observe that the deviation angles of the wings, B θl and
B

θr , are symmetric on average. Therefore, measurements of the lab frame angles
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may be used to determine the roll angle of the body. We use Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9, to
compute,
A = cos θl cos(φb − φl ) − cos θr cos(φb − φr )
B = sin θl − sin θr
ρ = tan−1

A sin(θb − 60◦ ) − B cos(θb − 60◦ )
,
cos θl sin(φb − φl ) − cos θr sin(φb − φr )

(3.15)

where ρ is the roll angle that ensures B θl =B θr . Because the motion of the fly
body is much slower than that of the wings, we coarse grain over the variations
in ρ that come about due fast variations in ∆B θ using,
Z
ψb =

1

2

e
√
2πµ

− (t−τ)2
2µ

ρ(τ)dτ,

(3.16)

where we use the Gaussian smoothing kernel with timescale, µ, that is two wing
beats wide [50]. This procedure ensures that the deviation angles of the wings
are symmetric on average over the course of a few wings beats. By comparing
the projected shadows of the virtual fly to images of the captured flight sequence
(Fig. 3.9), we find that this method succeeds in reducing uncertainties in ψb to
approximately ±5◦ .

3.7.2 Improving Measurements of the Wing Centroid
As the wings of an insect beat back and forth, near stroke reversal approach
each other to within less than 30◦ . Near these points, the body of the fly blocks
part of the wings resulting in a large occlusion in the visual hull. Although the
wing tips still allow the orientation of the wings at these points be reliably identified, the tracked wing centroids can have large occlusions at these points. To
compensate for these errors, we use the physiology of the fly to adjust the raw
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measured kinematics. Specifically, each of a fly’s wings rotates about a hinge
on its thorax (see [17] and also Fig. 4.3) and so constrains the wing and body
kinematics. To improve measurements, we find the closest fly pose that satisfies
this physiological constraint. Thus, we ensure that the reprojected (primed) coordinates of each wing are the closest to the measured coordinates (unprimed),
x0 − x
σx

!2

y0 − y
+
σy

!2

z0 − z
+
σz

!2

φ0 − φ
+
σφ

!2

θ0 − θ
+
σθ

!2

ψ0 − ψ
+
σψ

!2
,

(3.17)

in terms of the estimated uncertainty, σi , on the coordinate. We simultaneously
ensure that the wing rotates about the wing hinge by enforcing,
~x0 = R(φ0 , θ0 , ψ0 )~rc + ~xh ,

(3.18)

where ~x0 is the reprojected wing centroid, ~rc is the vector in the wing frame that
connects the wing hinge to the wing centroid, ~xh is the position of the wing hinge
in the lab frame, and R is the rotation matrix that connects the wing frame to the
lab frame (see Eq. 3.6). We estimate ~xh relative to the fly body directly from the
captured flight sequence. Its lab frame position is then computed using the pose
of the fly body. We verify that the kinematics are not distorted by this projection
through comparison of the virtual shadows to the originally measured shadows
as in Fig. 3.9.

3.8 Differentiation of Kinematic Data
Analysis of the measured kinematic data often requires, not only the measured
position and orientation of the fly, but also derivatives of these measurements.
For example, to model the aerodynamic forces on a flapping wing, both quasisteady models and direct solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations require the
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Figure 3.10: To demonstrate the amplification of measurement error by differentiation, we show the results of computing the derivatives of the wing pitch,
ψr , for the right wing of a flight sequence using standard three point finite difference stencils.
velocity and the acceleration of the wings (see §6). Therefore, we require accurate procedures to systematically differentiate the measured flight kinematics
and quantify the errors associated with this procedure.
Taking derivatives of experimental data tends to amplify measurement errors. We find that, by applying the standard central point differencing schemes
to our data, that this amplification is so severe that no trends may even be observed in higher derivatives in the data. Consequently, we use smoothing procedures that are often applied to differentiate experimental data. Such smoothing procedures however, have pitfalls: they introduce an error associated with
truncation of sharply changing features in the measurement data. For exam-
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ple, one common method used to find the derivatives of flight sequence data
is to use its Fourier series to compute higher of derivatives [31, 35, 42, 51–56].
This method, though intuitive and appropriate for certain situations, cannot be
applied to the analysis of our free-flight data. The primary reason for this is
that during flight maneuvers, the fly kinematics are not periodic, therefore the
derivatives computed using a Fourier series are not guaranteed to converge to
the true derivative [57]. In particular, this method tends to smooth out the beatto-beat variations in kinematics that are associated with maneuvering flight.
Here, we describe the method we use to systematically differentiate the flight
kinematic data. To address the problem of finding a trade off between truncation and experimental sources of error, we use a numerical technique very
similar to those described in [58–62]. At its core, this technique ensures that, in
smoothing the data, the truncation errors introduced remain smaller than the
experimental error. In addition, this technique allows for propagating the experimental errors through the differentiation procedure so that the error in the
extracted data can be determined.

3.8.1 Weight-Averaged Noisy Differentiation (WAND)
We model the measurement of a particular kinematic quantity as the sampling
of a function, f (t), at times, ti . We assume that experimental measurements of
flight kinematics have uncorrelated errors and that systematic errors are accounted for (see the analysis in §3.6). Therefore, we model measurement uncertainty with the addition of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable, Xi , to the
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true value of the function, fi ,
f˜i = fi + Xi .

(3.19)

For our analysis, we consider functions that are sampled at regular time intervals, ti+1 − ti = h, where the sample rate, h, corresponds to the frame-rate of the
cameras.
There are two sources of error in the differentiation of fi : the measurement
uncertainty in the data itself and the procedure employed in approximating the
derivative [58]. We refer to these two sources of error as random error and
truncation error, respectively. Straightforward application of finite-differencing
methods to the differentiation of noisy data results in minimal truncation error,
but maximal amplification of the measurement noise [63]. Therefore, a smoothing procedure is employed to reduce this effect.
We introduce a weighted finite difference derivative operator,
D( fi ) =

r
X

wj

j=1

fi+ j − fi− j
,
2 jh

(3.20)

where r is the averaging neighborhood and the weights, w j , satisfy,
r
X

w j = 1 and w j ≥ 0.

(3.21)

j=1

We find that for our data, this method is insensitive to the particular value of r
as long as r ≥ 4. We therefore use r = 5. The truncation error associated with
D is given by the difference between the true derivative of the function, f˙i , and
the value of the operator on noise free-data, fi . By applying Taylor’s remainder
theorem, this error can be expressed in terms of the third derivative, f (3) (t∗ ), of
the original function,
Ēi ≡ f˙i − D( fi ) =

r
f (3) (t∗ ) h2 X

6
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j=1

w j j2 ,

(3.22)

where t∗ ∈ (ti−r , ti+r ) and is usually unknown. Typically, this error is bounded by
choosing a value for f (3) (t∗ ) that corresponds to the largest value for the physical
system. Because the neurons and muscles that are ultimately responsible for
this motion fire no faster than the flapping frequency [22], we use this timescale
to approximate f (3) (t∗ ). The random error variance, σ̄2i , of a time-series differentiated using Eq. 3.20 is,
σ̄2i

!
r
X

wj 2  2
=
σi− j + σ2i+ j ,
2 jh
j=1

(3.23)

where σi = var(Xi ) is the, possibly time dependent, variance of the measurement
error. For a particular set of differentiation weights, w j , Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23 can
be used to determine both the random, σ̄i , and truncation, Ēi , errors associated
with using D.
Finding the differentiation operator D amounts to determining the weights,
w j , in Eq. 3.20. Ideally, this operator would minimize both the random error
(Eq. 3.23) and the truncation error (Eq. 3.22). However, the more a function is
smoothed to reduce σ̄i , the larger Ēi becomes (Fig. 3.11). Consequently, these
two equations cannot be simultaneously minimized [58] and a choice must be
made on how large the truncation error is allowed to grow. Since σ̄i is a property of the experimental measurement and can be characterized (see §3.6), while
Ēi depends on an inherent property of the true kinematics, f (t), it is natural to
require Ēi  σ̄i . Specifically, we find the w j that minimize σ̄i such that Ēi remains smaller then the random error by some chosen factor f that is typically
50. Finally, we take as inputs the measured kinematic data f˜i , the estimate on
the bound for f (3) (t∗ ) and the factor f to perform the constrained convex minimization,
argmin σ̄i s.t. Ēi < f σ̄i ,
~
w
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(3.24)

Figure 3.11: The trade-off between truncation and random errors for a function
with random error whose distribution is independent of time, i.e. σi = σ. The
scaled averaged random error, σ̄/σ, and scaled truncation error, Ē/ f (3) (t∗ ) are
shown. Each point on the curve represents the minimum random error that
can be achieved for a particular value of the truncation error. The range of the
truncation error is determined by the discretization, h, and the averaging neighborhood, r.
using standard quadratic programming packages (e.g. MATLAB or cvxopt).
The resulting values for w j define the optimal derivative D that ensures Ēi is
a factor f smaller than σ̄i . Throughout this work, we use this method to differentiate the measured flight kinematics. To determine second derivatives, we
use an analogous method, but with Eq. 3.20 modified to compute the second
derivative. We show the results of applying WAND to the same time-series as
Fig. 3.10 in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: To demonstrate the success of weight averaged differentiation techniques in reducing the random error variance of differentiated time-series, we
show the results of computing the derivatives of the wing pitch, ψr , for the right
wing of a flight sequence using WAND.

3.8.2 Kernel Based Time-series Interpolation
We use a Kernel based nonparametric regression method to interpolate the measured fly kinematics [50, 59]. For the time-series, ti , of a particular kinematic
variable, e.g. the wing amplitude φi , we use
Rt2
Φ(t) =

K(t, τ)φ(τ)dτ

t1

N(t)

,

(3.25)

where Φ(t) is the interpolated function measured from t1 to t2 , K(t, τ) is a regression kernel, and the normalization,
Zt2
N(t) =

K(t, τ)dτ.
t1

50

(3.26)

Figure 3.13: Orientation angles of the right wing of a fly from a 33 stroke flight
sequence. The red dots correspond to measured frames, with error bars as
shown. To interpolate these time-series with the black lines we use a nonparametric kernel based regression method.
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Figure 3.14: Orientation angles of the right wing of a fly from a 33 stroke flight
sequence. The red dots correspond to measured frames, with error bars as
shown. To interpolate these time-series with the black lines we use a nonparametric kernel based regression method. We show a zoomed in view of the 33
strokes in Fig. 3.13 to focus on only 3 wing beats and highlight interpolation.
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The integrals in Eqs. 3.25 and 3.26 are evaluated numerically, e.g. using,
N
P

Φ(t) =
N(t) =

i=1

K(t, τi )φ(τi )∆t
N(t)

N
X

K(t, τi )∆t.

(3.27)

i=1

We use a Gaussian regression kernel,
t−τ 2

K(t, τ) = e−( σ ) ,

(3.28)

where the bandwidth, σ, is chosen heuristically so that the peaks of the timeseries are properly interpolated [59]. In Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, we show the results
of interpolating the right wing orientation angles of a 33 stroke flight sequence.
The measured orientation parameters are shown using the red circles with error
bars and the interpolating function is shown in black.
To interpolate a function that is constrained to be periodic with period T , we
modify the regression kernel,
2πt
D(t) = 1 − cos
T

!

 D(t−τ) 2

K(t, τ) = e−

σ

(3.29)
,

(3.30)

where Eq. 3.29 is derived from the chord-length between between two angles
on a circle. In Fig. 3.15 we show the results of interpolating a time-series constrained to be periodic. The red circles with error bars correspond to the measured orientation parameters and the solid black line is the result of interpolation.
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Figure 3.15: Phase reconstruction of the right wing orientation angles from a
33 stroke hovering sequence. The phase variable continuously winds around
a circle at a constant rate. We show the result of plotting the phase angle mod
2π versus the wing angles. To find the “typical” phase averaged stroke, we use
either a Fourier series (dashed lines) or a periodic Kernel based interpolation
(solid line).
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3.9 Phase Reconstruction of Flight Kinematics
Insects induce flight maneuvers by subtly altering the cyclical flapping motion of their wings [21]. To visualize these changes, we often find it useful to
compare the “average” or “typical” wing-beats during steady flight and while
the insect is performing the maneuver. Such comparisons help to surmise the
changes in wing kinematics that an insect may use to control such a maneuver.
To perform these comparisons, we find the average amplitude, deviation and
pitch stroke of the wings. For a perfectly periodic noise-free time-series, strokes
could be compared on a wing-beat to wing-beat basis, however, insect wing
beats have inherent stochasticity due to both measurement and the underlying
biology. Therefore, to make such a comparison, we first reconstruct the phase
of the flight sequence using the method described in [64].
A periodic time-series can described by an angular variable, λ, which describes its position along a circle, e.g. for a perfectly periodic time-series, ti , with
frequency, f , the phase is λi = 2π f ti [64]. We estimate λ from the orientation
angles of the insect wings as it winds around the circle. In Fig. 3.15 we show the
results of reconstructing the phase of the 33 wing beat flight sequence shown
in Fig. 3.13. Plotting the wing orientation angles versus the λ mod 2π, obviates
the periodicity of insect strokes and the wing beat to wing beat variations in the
stroke. To reconstruct the average stroke from the red circles in Fig. 3.15, we
either use the periodic kernel interpolation method described in §3.8.2 (shown
using the solid black line in Fig. 3.15) or recover the phase space Fourier coefficients [65–68] (shown using the dashed blue line in Fig. 3.15). Both methods
produce nearly identical results.
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3.10 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we described a method to measure, visualize and analyze the
wing and body kinematics of freely-flying fruit flies. This method was developed in conjunction with Leif Ristroph and Gordon Berman.
We demonstrate that using this method, we are able to accurately determine
the twelve degrees of freedom that describe a fruit flies orientation. These degrees correspond to the 6 degrees of freedom that describe the position and
orientation of the flies body, and the 3 degrees of freedom that describe the orientation of each wing to the body. After correcting for systematic errors, we are
able to discern angular positions to within a few degrees and positions to within
a few voxels. With the hundreds of wing beats of maneuvering and freely flying
insects this method enables us to capture we are able to probe the mechanisms
that insects use to control their flight in a level of detail never before seen.
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CHAPTER 4
THE DYNAMICS OF WING PITCHING IN DROSOPHILA FLIGHT

4.1 Introduction
Insects can fly because of the forces generated by their rapidly flapping wings.
The wing motions themselves, however, result from a complex coupling of muscular, aerodynamic, inertial, and passive mechanical forces. Because of this
complexity, how wing dynamics arise from these coupled forces remains an active area of research [22]. Here, we focus on determining how insects effect the
orientation of their wings as they slice through the air. This motion, called the
wing pitch, is important in the aerodynamics of both fixed and flapping wings
alike [69,70]. In insect flight, research suggests that, for steady flight wing pitching may require no direct muscular actuation [18,29,53,71]. We, therefore, probe
the passive mechanical forces that drive this motion.
To determine how insects induce wing pitching, we analyze free flight kinematics of Drosophila melanogaster, and infer the torques that these insects the exert to drive their wings. We use the apparatus and techniques described in [25]
and §3 to measure the wing and body kinematics of the fruit flies. This method
captures videos at 8000 frames per second allowing us to image approximately
35 frames for each wing beat of D. melanogaster which typically have wing beat
frequencies of 200–250 Hz. In Fig. 4.1, we show the wing and body kinematics
of a fruit fly during a 140 ms, 33 wing beat, flight sequence. In this sequence,
the insect flies 0.75 cm forward, while ascending 0.5 cm. The orientation of the
body pitch and roll remain steady at 55◦ and 0◦ , respectively. The yaw motion
exhibits slight wiggles of less than 10◦ . At the same time, the wings of the fly are
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Figure 4.1: We show the wing and body kinematics of a freely flying fruit fly.
In 140 ms, 33 wing beats, the insect flies 0.75 cm forward, while ascending 0.5
cm. The body pitch remains steady at 55◦ , the roll is approximately 0◦ . There are
slight ≤ 10◦ wiggles in the yaw motion of the insect. Only slight asymmetries
are visible between the left and right wings of the fruit fly.
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close to left-right symmetric as they flap back and forth in a figure-eight motion.
Although the following analysis is shown for this 33 wing beat flight sequence,
we find analogous results for 16 additional flight sequences from distinct flies.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in §4.2 we determine
the driving torques exerted by the fruit flies to move their wings. We confirm
previous results to determine that insects do positive work to pitch their wings.
We, however, find in §4.3 that the insects exert a restoring torque that is very
important in determining the dynamics of the wings. We find that this torque is
consistent with a spring dash-pot restoring torque that may result from elastic
deformation of the wing material. In §4.4, we show this restoring force, when
coupled to aerodynamic, inertial and driving forces can account for the pitching
motion of insect wings. Finally, in §4.5, we summarize the spring and damping
constants found for all 17 flight sequences.

4.2 Pitching Torque and Rotational Power
Insects rotate their wings about hinges on either side of their thorax (Fig. 4.2).
This hinge is one of the most intricate joints found in nature: it transfers muscle forces to the insect wings and through its biomechanical properties allows
wings to oscillate back and forth [16, 72]. Because flight muscles do not extend
into the largely rigid wings of Drosophila, the muscular and passive mechanical forces exerted by the insect act like a point torque at this joint. Because the
wings are attached to the hinges near their leading edge, the center of mass of
the wing is behind the driving torque. Therefore, any actuation of the wing,
results in a moment that will cause wing pitching [19, 28].
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Thorax

Head

Abdomen

1 mm

Figure 4.2: We analyze the wing dynamics of freely flying D. melanogaster. These
insects are approximately 2 mm long and, like all insects, have a segmented
body, consisting of a head, thorax and abdomen. The flight muscles of Drosophila
are all located within the thorax and do not extend into the wing. Image courtesy
of Leif Ristroph
When viewed in isolation, each wing of the fruit fly has two sets of external
forces and torques on it: aerodynamic forces, F~a and τa , and driving forces and
torques exerted by the insect, F~i and ~τi . These combine to determine the motion
of the fly wing,
mw~a = F~a + F~i
~˙ = ~τa + ~rc × F~a + ~τi + ~rh × F~i .
Iω

(4.1)

~˙ are the transwhere mw and I are the wing mass and moment of inertia, ~a and ω
lational and angular acceleration of the wing center of mass. In Fig. 4.3 we show
final two terms in Eq. 4.1: the wing center of mass to centroid vector, ~rc , and the
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Figure 4.3: Top view of a fruit fly wing. Drosophila rotate their wings about a
hinge attached to the thorax. The driving forces and passive mechanical elements in the wing act like a point torque at the wing hinge. Also labeled in the
figure are the wing centroid, center of mass, span, and chord. The vectors ~rc and
~rh that, respectively, connect the wing center of mass with the centroid and wing
hinge.
center of mass to wing hinge vector, ~rh . Because the both passive mechanical
forces and muscle forces act like a point torque at the wing hinge, the force, F~i
is just a constraining force that keeps the wing attached to the body. All muscle
and passive mechanical actuation is encompassed in ~τi . This can be determined
by inverting Eq. 4.1,

~τi = Icm · ω
~˙ − ~rh × mw~acm + ~rh − ~rc × F~a − ~τa .

(4.2)

~˙ and estimate I, ~rc , and ~rh by modeling
To determine τi we measure mw , ~a and ω
the fruit fly wing as an elliptical disc with mass distribution approximated from
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Figure 4.4: The mechanical power involved in pitching the insect wings, the
rotational power Prot , computed for the 33 wing beat flight sequence show in
Fig. 4.1. Throughout the flight sequence, large negative peaks coincide with
reversal of the wing pitch with much reduced positive peaks immediately after.
The right wing is shown in red, and the left wing is shown in blue. Error bars
are propagated from measurement errors on the wing kinematics.
[29]. We, then simulate F~a and ~τa from the measured wing kinematics using the
flapping wing model (see §6.3.2). The span-wise component of this torque, τ p ,
is the torque exerted by the fly to pitch its wings.
To test whether flight muscles must exert active work to pitch the wings, we
compute the mechanical power exerted by the insect to rotate its wings about
the span. From Eq. 4.2 this is,
Prot = τ p ω p ,

(4.3)

where ω p is the angular velocity of the wing about its span-wise axis. In Fig.
4.4 we show rotational power as a function of time for the 33 stroke sequence.
Throughout the flight sequence, large negative peaks appear twice every wing
beat followed by very small positive peaks. The large negative peaks coincide
with wing pitch reversal and, in agreement with [53] and §2, indicate that the
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Figure 4.5: A wing that flaps back and forth with no torque constraining its
pitch is very unstable. In the above example, the wing tumbles around point of
rotation, the torsion axis.
insect need not exert energy to pitch its wings. This finding suggests that, for
steady flight, direct muscular actuation may not used to pitch insect wings. This
is in supported by measurements on tethered insects which indicate that flight
muscles do not fire during wing pitch reversal [18].

4.3 Passive Mechanical Torques on Wing
We use a two-dimensional simulated flapping wing to test whether, as suggested in [73], wing pitching is fully explained by aerodynamic forces and wing
inertia coupling to driving forces that are offset from the wing center of mass.
We simulate the passively pitching flapping wing using methods in §6.2.1 and
§6.2.2. In Fig. 4.5 we show the results of simulating a wing that is driven back
and forth at its leading edge, and is allowed to freely rotate about the driving
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point, termed the torsion axis. We find that the wing immediately tumbles at the
end of this motion. Through many trials, we find that with no pitching torque,
τ p , the wing pitch is extremely unstable. Such a wing cannot produce sufficient
lift for insects to sustain flight. Thus, we find that, although the insect does not
exert any mechanical energy to for wing pitching, τ p is pivotal in determining
the dynamics of wing pitching.
Studies on tethered and dead flies suggest that τ p may, in part, be caused by
elastic deformations of the wing and wing hinge [18, 73]. To test this hypothesis
directly from the free flight measurements of Drosophila, in Fig. 4.6 we plot τ p
versus the wing pitch angle, ψ for the 33 wing beat flight sequence. Each measured frame of the fruit fly is summarized by one filled circle, where red circles
are measurements of the right wing and blue circles are for the left wing. Each
wing traces out an approximately elliptical trajectory in the ψ − τ p plane for each
wing beat. The direction of propagation around the curve is consistent with the
fact that energy is dissipated by wing pitching Fig. 2.5. The negative correlation between ψ and τ p indicates that τ p acts like a restoring torque when the
wing pitch deviates from the ellipse center. This is consistent with the behavior expected if τ p is caused by viscoelastic material deformations. The restoring
torque, τ∗p , of such a material is described by the Kelvin-Voigt model [74],
τ∗p = −κ (ψ − ψ0 ) − C ψ̇,

(4.4)

where κ is the torsional constant of the attached biological material, C is viscous
dissipation in the material, and ψ0 is the equilibrium orientation of the material. Visually, in Fig. 4.6, κ is determined by the slope of the major axes of the
ellipse, C is determined by the length of the minor axis of the ellipse, and ψ0 is
determined by the center of the ellipse.
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Figure 4.6: We show the dependence of the pitching torque, τ p , on the wing
pitch. Each filled circle corresponds to a captured frame from the 33 stroke
flight sequence in Fig. 4.1. The right wing is shown in red and the left wing
is shown in blue. Error bars are propagated from measurement errors. Each
wing traces out an approximately elliptical trajectory in the ψ − τ p plane for each
wing-beat. The black triangles are computed from a spring dash-pot model that
only depends on ψ and ψ̇. The model parameters - torsion constant, κ, damping
constant, C, and rest angle, ψ0 - are fit to the entire time-series for τ p .

Table 4.1: We summarize the extracted spring model parameters for the 33 wing
beat flight sequence shown in Fig. 4.1. This model with the parameters shown
below explain over 85% of the variance in the extracted pitching torque.
Parameter left wing right wing
κ (pN m/◦ ) 40.±7
41±7
C ( f N m s/◦ ) 21±10.
24±10.
◦
ψ0 ( )
76±1
79±1
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Figure 4.7: We infer the torque exerted by the insect to pitch its wings, τ p , from
experimentally measured kinematics and morphology. Filled circles correspond
to the instantaneous torques determined for each from of the flight sequence.
Error bars are propagated from experimental measurements. The right wing is
shown in red, while the left wing is in blue. The dashed lines are computed
from the spring dash-pot model for τ p with parameter values extracted from
the whole flight sequence. We show a representative range, 80–100 ms, of τ p to
highlight details.
To determine the gross viscoelastic properties that can lead to a restoring
torque analogous to τ p , we use the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm (LMA) to
determine the κ, C, and ψ0 that minimize the squared error between τ p and τ∗p
(Eq. 4.4) for each wing of the fruit fly [75]. These parameters, along with propagated error bars are shown in Tbl. 4.1. In Fig. 4.7 we overlay the predictions
of Eq. 4.4 using the parameters from Tbl. 4.1 (dashed black line) on a representative range of τ p as a function of time. The red and blue circles correspond to
τ p determined from Eq. 4.2 for each measured frame of the left (blue) and right
(red) wings. We find that the spring dash-pot model for this torque explains
over 85% of the observed variance in τ p . In fact, the model prediction largely
lies within the uncertainty measurements of τ. To further highlight the corre-
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spondence of the model to the experimentally determined pitching torque, we
show model predictions with the black triangles in Fig. 4.6. The elliptical shape
of the trajectory in the ψ − τ p plane is recovered by this model.

4.4 Torsional Spring Explains Wing Pitching
Although we find that τ p can be modeled by Eq. 4.4, ultimately, the test of this
model is whether it agrees with the measured time-series for wing pitch. To test
whether the pitching torque modeled by a spring dash-pot model is sufficient
to explain the observed wing pitching, we simulate the dynamics of a passively
pitching wing. We prescribe the torsion axis amplitude and deviation angles as
measured experimentally (Fig. 4.1) and allow the wing to pitch passively in response to inertial, aerodynamic and torsional spring forces and torques (e.g. Eq.
6.21). In Fig. 4.8A we compare experimental measurements of the wing pitch
(filled circles with error bars) to computer simulations of the passively pitching
wings (black dashed line). The morphology of the simulated wing is matched
to measurements of the actual fly’s wings, and we use the torsion spring parameters shown in Tbl. 4.1. Currently, the aerodynamic forces on the wing are
simulated using the flapping wing quasi-steady model. We find that the wing
pitch is in quantitative agreement with experimental measurements. The overall characteristics of the wing pitch angles for both wings are recovered as is the
peak to peak amplitude. We note that there is a very slight phase lag of the numerical simulations with respect to experimental measurements. Furthermore,
the bump that exists in the wing pitch angle near 83 ms (and repeats periodically), is also not fully recovered. We believe that these effects may be explained
through full unsteady simulations of the wing pitch.
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Figure 4.8: (A) We use the falling paper model to simulate a passively pitching
wing that is driven at its torsion axis. The filled circles are measured values of ψ
for the right (red) and left wings (blue). The error bars are the estimated experimental uncertainty. The dashed lines on the figure are the results of simulating
the wing constrained to move as the measured kinematics in the amplitude and
deviation direction, while pitch is determined by the inertial and aerodynamic
torques and the pitching torque on it. (B) Preliminary simulations of a passively
pitching wing with CFD simulations. The behavior of this wing is qualitatively
very similar to the quasi-steady model.
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Preliminary results of simulating a passively pitching with a spring dash-pot
restoring torque and aerodynamic forces simulated using the two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations are shown in Fig. 4.8B. The numerical simulations depict a wing whose morphology is matched to the experimental wing parameters being sinusoidally oscillated at the torsion axis using the method described
in §6.2.2. We find that when a torsional spring with the parameters in Tbl. 4.1
constrains the passive wing pitch the wing no longer tumbles as in Fig. 4.5. Furthermore, we find that the wing pitch becomes periodic with a positive approximately 45◦ angle of attack on both the forward and reverse strokes qualitatively
matching numerical simulations of the quasi-steady model. Our preliminary
results also indicate that simulations in the unsteady fluid slightly advance the
phase of the wing pitch relative to quasi-steady simulations. We also notice that
a slight bump can be seen in the unsteady simulations when the wing rides over
its leading edge vortex as in frame 2 of Fig. 4.8.

4.5 Summary
To ascertain the generality of these results, we repeat the preceding analysis on
the additional 16 flight sequences. We find similar qualitative features in the
ψ − τ figure, and find that the spring dash-pot model captures these structures
equally well for these flight sequences. We summarize the distribution of κ and
C in Fig. 4.9A and B, respectively. We find that, for the 17 total flight sequences,
the mean value κ = 53 pN m/◦ , while the standard deviation is 20. pN m/◦ . This
latter value, when compared with the average uncertainty in σκ = 13 pN m/◦
indicates that, within the resolution of our experiment, κ does not vary significantly. To test the sensitivity of the wing pitch to variations in κ we simulate the
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of torsion, κ, and damping, C, constants determined
from 17 distinct flight sequences totaling 7129 frames and over 200 wing beats.
Each flight sequence is considered two separate data-points, one for each wing
of the fly. (A) The distribution of the torsion constant, κ. The mean κ is 53 pN m/◦
with average uncertainty on each value of 13 pN m/◦ , and standard deviation of
20. pN m/◦ for the distribution. (B) The distribution of the damping constant, C.
The mean C is 22 pN m/◦ with average uncertainty on each value of 12 f N m s/◦ ,
and standard deviation of 5 f N m s/◦ for the distribution.
wing kinematics with varying values of κ. Quasi-steady results indicate that the
value of κ has only a very slight effect on the kinematics and manifests itself as a
variation in the phase of ψ relative to the stroke amplitude. Because errors in the
wing mass and moment of inertia wing have a similar effect on the phase, uncertainties in these parameters do not currently enable us to conclusively state
whether κ changes. Preliminary findings, however, reveal that because of the
very subtle effect that κ has on the kinematics we are able to ignore changes
to this parameter with negligible effects on aerodynamic forces. Furthermore,
we find that these torsion constants agree with scaled estimates for the torsion
constants taken from measurements on the wings of house flies [73].
We find that the distribution of the damping constant, C, has an average
value of C = 22 pN m/◦ and standard deviation 5 f N m s/◦ . We also find that the
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average measurement uncertainty on each value is σC = 12 f N m s/◦ . Therefore,
within the resolution of our experiment C does not vary from flight sequence to
flight sequence. For the torsion spring rest angle, ψ0 , we do not show the distribution. We, however, find that the average ψ0 = 90◦ , and the standard deviation
is 10◦ . When compared to the average uncertainty on this parameter, σψ0 = 1◦ ,
we find that significant variations exist in this kinematic parameter between
flight sequences. In fact, as we discuss in §5, we find that this parameter can
vary within a flight sequence as well, and may be used by the insect to control
its flight. We suspect that ψ0 captures the effective action of flight muscles that
can change the orientation of the wing hinge [16].
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CHAPTER 5
DROSOPHILA MODULATE PASSIVE WING PITCHING TO INDUCE
IN-FLIGHT TURNS

5.1 Introduction
To fly, insects must constantly flap their wings at frequencies that often exceed
several hundred beats per second. Yet, subtle changes in wing motion can dramatically affect the resulting aerodynamic forces. Given these constraints, how
do insects control their wings to produce such wonderfully complex flight maneuvers? At the root of this question lies one of the longest standing problems
in insect flight: what aspects of their wing motions do insects actuate directly,
and what aspects are the result of passive aerodynamic mechanisms like the
ones that make a flag wave in the wind [1, 2]. Despite numerous studies focused on aerodynamic forces generated by flapping wing motions [5, 14, 76, 77],
this fundamental question remains unresolved.
To determine which aspects of the wing motion are actuated by the insect
to induce a turn, we combine novel experimental techniques with simulation
and simple mathematical models to back out forces and torques that drive the
wings. Our experiment consists of using three orthogonally positioned high
speed video cameras to film D. melanogaster in free flight (see §3.2). The videos
are captured at 8000 frames per second allowing us to image 35 frames for each
wing beat. Using state of the art motion tracking techniques [25], we extract the
wing and body kinematics for movies where the insects are turning by predominantly changing their yaw orientation. Such turns, while common, can exceed
speeds of 1500 ◦ /s [78, 79]. These extreme flight maneuvers tend to exagger72

ate the underlying control mechanisms and are therefore attractive for probing
questions relating to wing actuation.

5.2 Asymmetries in Wing Pitch Cause Turn
We visualize the wing and body kinematics of a fruit fly performing a saccade
in Fig. 5.1. The phases of motion are shown by overlaying six snapshots of
the recorded images along with the reconstructed model of the fly. Our motion
tracking method fully recovers the six degrees of freedom describing the position and orientation of the insect body. In addition, since the wings of the fruit
flies are relatively rigid and rotate about a hinge [80], this method recovers three
Euler angles - amplitude, φ, deviation, θ, and pitch, ψ - that define each wing’s
orientation relative to the fly body (see Fig. 3.5). During this sequence, the fly
performs a 120◦ clock-wise turn in 80 ms, or 18 wing beats, while its center of
mass moves approximately 16 mm. In addition, the insect remains level so that
the turn consists mainly of changing the yaw direction of the insect, φb . Similar
features are characteristic of all ten movies used in our analysis.
During each beat, the wings trace out a cyclical figure eight path through the
air. A span-wise cross-section of the wing can be represented using a ball and
stick diagram, where the ball corresponds to the leading edge of the wing, and
the stick corresponds to the orientation of the wing chord (Fig. 5.1B). To turn,
the insects must induce asymmetries between their left and right wing strokes.
These asymmetries are most prominent in the 6 consecutive strokes that initiate
the turning maneuver. We therefore use a phase averaging method to determine
the average left and right wing motions for these 6 strokes [64]. The average
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Figure 5.1: (A) Phases of motion of a fruit fly, D. melanogaster, during a turning
maneuver (inspired by the chronophotographs of Étienne-Jules Marey). The
panels depict the shadows of the fly as recorded by high speed videography,
while the 3D model depicts the motion of the fly as reconstructed from the silhouettes. The fly starts out facing right and over the course of 18 wing beats, 80
ms, completes a 120◦ clockwise turn while moving 16 mm from right to the left.
(B) Insects rotate their wings about a hinge. Thus, relative to the insects body, a
cross section of the wing along the span moves approximately on a globe. (C)
We show how the wing cross-section moves during a typical stroke of the maneuver. The average stroke is determined from measured kinematics using the
method described in [64]. The lines are snapshots of the position and orientation of the wing chord, ĉ, during the stroke, while the circles indicate the leading
edge of the wing. The color of the circles correspond to the angle of attack, α, of
the wing. The turn is caused by a 9◦ asymmetry between the mid-stroke average
fore- and the aft- angle of attacks of the wing.
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motions are shown using the unwrapped ball and stick representations in Fig.
5.1C. The average left and right wing trajectories in the φ − θ plane are shown
by the black lines. In addition, we visualize the pitch of the wings at equally
spaced time increments using the orientations of the ball and stick diagrams.
The wing angle of attack, α, may be read from the diagram as the angle between
the stick and its trajectory. The mid-stroke, labeled in orange, is where most of
the aerodynamic forces are produced. Here, the fore- and aft- segments of the
left wing motions are nearly symmetric and average α values of about 49◦ and
50◦ , respectively. Consequently, the thrusts produced by each stroke segment
cancel. In contrast, the fore- and aft- segments of the right wing motions have
α values of 49◦ and 40◦ respectively. This 9◦ difference in α breaks the fore-aft
symmetry of the stroke and produces a differential thrust that turns the insect
clockwise. Thus, the wing’s angle of attack and consequently its pitch plays an
important active role in maneuvering flight.

5.3 Wing Pitching Largely Passive
The observation that the insect is manipulating wing pitch is consistent with
previous measurements of turning and sideways flight [24, 25, 27, 80]. However,
it has also been shown that the pitching motion of the wings can be passive
[1, 18, 29, 53, 73]. To elucidate which aspects of the wing pitching are actively
controlled, we back out the torque acting at the wing hinge,
~τi = Iw · ω
~˙ − ~r × mw~a − ~τa .

(5.1)

Here, we experimentally determine the acceleration ~a and rotational accelera~˙ of the wing centroid, as well as the wing morphology parameters: mass,
tion ω
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mw , moment of inertia, Iw , and center of mass to hinge vector, ~r. The aerodynamic torque on the wings, ~τa , is extracted from simulations (see §6.3.2). Using
this calculation, we are able to back out the torque component associated with
pitching, τ p , for all 18 wing strokes. These data are used to analyze the differences between the torques applied during the turn and during steady flight.
For steady flight it has been shown that wing pitching is passive [29, 53, 71]
and suggested that the pitching torques result from torsional deformation of the
wing veins [18, 73, 81, 82]. To test whether these ideas can be integrated into a
dynamical model for the wing hinge torques, we plot τ p versus ψ for the final
9 consecutive strokes associated with symmetric wing motions (Fig. 5.2A). The
torque data traces out an elliptical curve whose major axis has a negative slope.
This negative correlation indicates that when the wing angle deviates from approximately 90◦ the hinge produces a restoring torque. The area enclosed by
the ellipse indicates the energy dissipated by the hinge as it pitches the wing.
These two observations suggest that the wing hinge acts like a damped torsional
spring so that,
τ p = −κ (ψ − ψ0 ) − C ψ̇,

(5.2)

where the parameters κ, C, and ψ0 correspond, respectively, to the torsion constant, damping constant and the rest angle of the torsional spring. Remarkably,
we find that fitting this model to all 9 wing strokes, the values κ = 91 ± 9 pN m/◦ ,
C = 39 ± 12 fN m s/◦ , and ψ0 = 90◦ ± 1 account for about 95% of the variance of
the pitching torque.
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Figure 5.2: (A) We show the pitching torque, τ p , as a function of the wing pitch
angle, ψ, for the nine strokes associated symmetric wing movements. Each red
dot is a snapshot corresponding to a frame of the flight sequence. Error bars are
propagated measurement errors. Black triangles are the result of modeling τ p
using a damped torsional spring model. The torque is highly correlated to the
wing pitch and traces out an elliptical curve. This is highlighted by the figure
in the inset, where we show τ p versus ψ for the phase averaged stroke with the
solid line. The torsional spring model is shown by the dashed line. The direction
of propagation along the curve indicates the motion is damped. (B) We show
the results of comparing the phase averaged τ p to ψ for strokes associated with
symmetric wing movements and asymmetric ones that induce the turn. The
elliptical curves are shifted relative to one and other. (C) We show the virtual
fly model. We model each wing hinge of the fruit fly by like a damped torsional
spring. Driving is modeled by prescribing the amplitude and deviation of the
wings. The pitch of each wing and the yaw of the body are determined by
the dynamical model that couples aerodynamic forces, the morphology of the
body and wings with the torsional spring which is located at the wing base.
By biasing the orientation of the torsional springs, ∆ψ0 , the fly can produce an
asymmetric angle of attack between the fore- and the aft- stroke and is the that
ultimately induces a turn.
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Figure 5.3: (A)–(C) The time dependence of the torsional spring parameters.
Shaded regions indicate parameter values extracted from experiment. The
thickness of each region corresponds to measurement uncertainties determined
by a Monte Carlo method. The torsion and damping constants do not vary
within error bars, while the spring rest angles have significant changes that correlate the yaw movements of the fly. For comparison the timescale of a wing
beat is 4.5 ms. (D) We compare the measured yaw angle of the fly (solid-line)
and the virtual fly (dashed-line). The virtual fly flaps with symmetric amplitude
and no deviation angle, while κ and C are held constant as in (A) and (B) and
ψ0 is varied as in (C) (E) We show the phase-averaged wing pitch, ψ, for one
complete stroke in the three labeled regions. Solid lines are experimental measurements, while dashed lines in the inset axis are corresponding strokes from
the virtual fly. The shift ∆ψ in the three regions are 6.5◦ (accelerate), 2.5◦ (brake),
and < 1.0◦ (coast). The corresponding ∆ψ for the virtual fly are 8◦ (accelerate),
2.9◦ (brake) and 0◦ (coast).
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5.4 Insects Modulate Passive Wing Pitching
To determine how the wing pitch is actuated differently during the turn, we
repeat this analysis for the 6 strokes that initiate the maneuver. We then compare
the phase averaged data for these strokes with the phase averaged data for the
9 steady strokes (Fig. 5.2B). We find that the data sets are shifted with respect
to each other, indicating a change in ψ0 . In fact, by plotting the values for κ,
C and ψ0 as a function of time, we show that ψ0 is the only parameter in the
model that varies throughout the maneuver (Fig. 5.3A–C). Comparison with
the yaw versus time data in Fig. 5.3E indicates that to initiate the clockwise
turning maneuver (orange shading), the insect increases the ψ0 of the right wing
relative to the left by about 15◦ for six strokes. Interestingly, we find that for the
two subsequent wing beats (blue shading) the insect decreases the ψ0 of the right
wing relative to the left by about 10◦ . This reversal in the sign of ∆ψ0 indicates
that the insect is generating a counter-clockwise torque that slows its yaw. In
the final 9 wing strokes (gray shading) we find that the ψ0 values for the left
and right wings are nearly equal so that no active torques are generated. This
correlation between ∆ψ0 and the yaw dynamics of the fly is observed for all
10 movies we have analyzed. These data suggest that changes to ψ0 alone are
responsible for controlling wing pitch during the turn.
To further test this hypothesis, we simulate the coupled wing-body dynamics in a virtual fly. The driving of each wing is simulated by prescribing its
amplitude and deviation angle while the spring model in Eq. 5.2 is used to determine the wing pitch. In response to aerodynamic forces on the wings, the virtual fly is allowed to freely yaw but is otherwise held fixed (see §5.7 for further
details). To isolate the effect of varying ψ0 , the variables κ and C are held con-
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stant (dashed lines in Figs. 5.3A,B), θ is set to zero, and φ is driven sinusoidally
with a flapping amplitude and frequency that match the experiments. The rest
angle ψ0 for the left and right wings are prescribed, respectively, by the blue
and red dashed lines in Fig. 5.3C, which capture the observed trends. Furthermore, we ensure that locally the area between the dashed lines match the total
area enclosed between the two experimental curves. In Fig. 5.3D we compare
the predicted and observed yaw dynamics. We find that the predicted yaw dynamics of the virtual fly (dashed line) quantitatively match the experimentally
measure yaw data (solid line). In addition, this simple model also quantitatively recovers the average pitch asymmetries in the three different portions of
the maneuver. As a final check, we also find that simulating the detailed amplitude and deviation angles of the stroke with a constant ψ0 = 90◦ for both wings
does not lead to asymmetric wing pitch angles and therefore does not yield a
turn. These simulations confirm that changes to ψ0 alone bias the passive wing
pitching and lead to the observed yaw dynamics. This remarkable result elucidates how insects control their passively pitching wings even during extreme
maneuvers.

5.5 Fruit Flies Control Turn by Modulating Wing Pitching
Our results show that to turn insects do not need to directly control all aspects
of their wing motions. Such largely passive actuation mechanisms have been
shown to greatly simplify the control needed to generate complex movements
in aquatic and terrestrial locomotion [83,84]. To determine whether this strategy
also leads to simple control for actuating turns in insect flight, we determine the
dependence of body yaw on ∆ψ0 . Simulations and experiments show that the
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Figure 5.4: (A) The asymmetry in wing rest angles, ∆ψ0 , is linearly related to the
asymmetry in wing pitch angles, ∆ψ. value found From simulations of a virtual
we find that ∆ψ = µ∆ψ0 with µ = 0.65 (dashed line). This is in agreement with the
value determined from experiment, µ = 0.5. The errors in pitch asymmetry and
rest angle asymmetry are on the order of the spread of the data and have been
omitted for clarity. The data points on the figure are average values of ∆ψ and
∆ψ0 for over a stroke. (B) The yaw angle of a turn is linearly related to wing pitch
asymmetry accumulated during the maneuver. We show analytically
and with
R
simulations of th virtual fly that this relationship is ∆φ = ω̄ ∆ψdt, where ω̄ is
the average angular frequency of the wings. The model prediction (dashed line)
is in agreement with experimental measurements. The data points in the figure
summarize ten turning maneuvers. The errors in the turn angle and the mean
asymmetry are on the order of the size of the marker and have been omitted for
clarity.
offset between wing pitch angles ∆ψ ≈ µ∆ψ0 (Fig. 5.4A and §5.8). The experimental data from 147 separately analyzed wing strokes (black points) indicates
that µ = 0.5. This is in agreement with simulations of the symmetrically flapping
virtual fly (dashed line) where we find µ = 0.65.
The offset in wing pitch angles can be related to the yaw dynamics by,
Ib φ̈b + 2ω̄Cτ φ̇b = 2Cτ ω̄2 ∆ψ,

(5.3)

where Ib is the moment of inertia of the fly about the yaw axis, Cτ is a parameter
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that depends on the drag coefficient and the wing geometry, ω̄ is the average
angular velocity of the wings, and φb is the yaw of the body (see 5.9). When
∆ψ = 0, Eq. 5.3 reduces to the passively damped yaw motion characteristic of
flapping flight [76, 77]. When ∆ψ , 0, a driving torque actively yaws the fly.
Furthermore, by integrating Eq. 5.3 over time we find that the accumulated
yaw,

Z
∆φb = ω̄

Z
∆ψdt ≈ ω̄µ

∆ψ0 dt.

(5.4)

Thus, adjustments to the relative rest angle of the wings provide a direct, linear
control of the accumulated yaw angle for a turn. To determine if Eq. 5.3 alone
R
accounts for the observed yaw dynamics we plot ∆φb versus ω̄ ∆ψdt for the
experiment data in Fig. 5.4B. We find that the data for all 10 turning maneuvers
is in excellent agreement with the prediction of Eq. 5.4. This analysis demonstrates that the mechanical properties of the wing hinge, lead to a simple wing
actuation mechanism with a single linear control variable, ∆ψ0 for inducing in
flight turns.
This control strategy provides an elegant mechanism by which Drosophila
can control their wings with flight muscles that have a slow response time to
neural signals [20]. Specifically, fruit flies have musculature that affects the pitch
of their wings [16, 19]. Within our model, these muscles act to bias the rest angle of their wings, ψ0 . Our analysis predicts that, to initiate a turn, Drosophila
activate their steering muscles over the course of a few wing beats with no need
for a fast response time. This prediction can be tested by measuring action potentials in flight muscles of tethered insects. The remaining parameters in our
actuation model, κ and C, may describe material constants of the wing hinge.
Beyond the fact that they do not vary during these maneuvers, we find that our
estimate for κ ≈ 90 pN m/◦ agrees with scaled estimates for the torsion constants
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taken from measurements on the wings of house flies [73]. Finally, because the
turning dynamics of isometrically scaled animals are similar over a wide range
of length scales [77], we expect that the simple mechanism used by fruit flies
may be used by a wide range of animals and, in fact, may greatly simplify the
control of micro air vehicles [85].

5.6 Detailed Experimental Kinematics
We show the detailed wing and body kinematics of a freely flying D.
melanogaster in Fig. 5.5. The fly performs a 120◦ clockwise turn in 80 ms (see
Fig. 5.1). At the same time, the body pitch remains constant and the body rolls
slightly from 0◦ to a maximum value of 25◦ near the end of the turn. During the
turn, the fly moves 16 mm across the filming volume, while otherwise remaining level. Therefore, the motion of the fly consists mainly of a rapid reorientation in the yaw direction.
The fly induces this turn with subtle asymmetries between the wing motion
of the its left and right wings. During the flight, the insect flaps its wings back
and forth at an amplitude of approximately 150◦ . Initially, the amplitudes of
the wings are symmetric and centered around 90◦ . This corresponds to a fly
flapping similarly to Fig. 5.6A. In contrast, between 10–40 ms in Fig. 5.5 the
amplitudes of the left and right wings can been seen to spread. The right wing
drifts towards the anterior part of the fly (towards 0◦ ), while the left wing approaches the posterior (towards 180◦ ). This corresponds to a slow, nearly symmetric, rotation of the stroke amplitude about the fly body (Fig. 5.6B). From
40–70 ms the stroke amplitudes rotate back until they are once again symmet-
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Figure 5.5: We show the kinematics of a freely flying D. melanogaster. During
the 80 ms flight sequence the fly performs a 120◦ clockwise turn (Fig. 2.1), while
the body remains level and moves 16 mm. The motion is mostly a reorientation
of the yaw of the body.
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Figure 5.6: (A) We show a fly flapping with a symmetric stroke amplitude. (B)
A fly flapping the stroke amplitudes rotated with respect to the body. This corresponds to the gradual spreading of amplitudes in Fig. 5.5
ric. This trend cannot be the cause of the maneuver: slowly rotating the sweep
plane of the insect itself does not change the aerodynamic forces on the fly. In
addition, the wings weigh only 0.3% as much as the body, therefore the inertial
effect of this rotation is also negligible. Therefore, this motion alone does not
result in a net force on the body. We, however, believe that this trend may result
from a passive mechanical response of each wing to the aerodynamic drag that
is induced by the turn and may reduce the flapping counter-torque experienced
by the fly [77].
By removing this trend between the wings, we observe that the right wing
flaps at a slightly higher amplitude (6◦ difference) than the left during the initiation of the turn (10–40 ms in Fig. 5.5). Furthermore, we find that the peak
to peak deviation angle of the right wing is increased with respect to the left
(especially visible from 30–50 ms in Fig. 5.5). We find that these asymmetries
in the amplitude and deviation angles of the wings do not cause the torque that
yaws the fly. In fact, we find that they provide a counter-torque to the yaw motion (Fig. 5.7). During the fore- portion of the stroke, the wings travel nearly
identical angular distances. Therefore, they will have similar angular velocities
and consequently experience similar drag. On the aft- port of the stroke, how-
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Figure 5.7: (A) We show the unwrapped ball and stick representation of the
wing motion of the right and left wings. The right wing has a slight, but visible
increase in amplitude with respect to the left of 6◦ . In addition, the peak to
peak deviation angle of the right wing increases with respect to the left. This is
visible from 30–50 ms in Fig. 5.5. (B) We highlight the differences in amplitude
and deviation angles of the right and left wings by showing representations of
their paths on top of each other. For the fore- stroke the right and left wing
will have nearly equal velocities and therefore experience similar drag. For the
aft-stroke the exaggerated deviation angle the right wing causes it to have an
increased angular velocity and therefore increased drag. This effect results in a
net counter-clockwise torque on the fly and thus opposes the motion.
ever, because of it’s asymmetric deviation and pitch angles, the right wing has a
higher angular velocity than the left. Consequently, it will experience increased
drag. The net effect of these strokes is a counter-clockwise yaw torque on the fly
that tends to oppose its yaw motion.
Finally, the fly also has a slight roll throughout this turn. This roll, however,
is minimal until the end of the turn and therefore does not contribute to it. The
increase of the right pitch angle with respect to the left is clearly visible from
15–40 ms in Fig. 5.5. We find through simulation and mathematical modeling
that this asymmetry alone is sufficient to fully explain the yaw maneuver of the
fly.
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5.7 Virtual Fly: Simulation of Coupled Wing Body Turning Dynamics
We use the model fly shown in Fig. 5.2C to ascertain how direct actuation by the
fruit fly couples with aerodynamic and passive mechanical forces on its wings
to ultimately drive flight maneuvers. The model fly is allowed to freely yaw, but
its position and orientation are otherwise fixed. We constrain the body dynamics to isolate the effect of the wing kinematics on only yaw without the need to
focus on the active mechanisms that insects use to stabilize their body kinematics [22, 86]. The wing-mass of D. melanogaster is less than 0.3% of its body-mass,
we therefore neglect inertial coupling between the wing and body. Driving by
indirect flight muscles is thus simulated by directly prescribing the amplitude
and deviation angles of the fly wings. The pitch of the wings is determined by a
dynamical system that results from aerodynamic torques on the wings coupling
with the torsional spring that is used to model passive mechanical compliance
of the wing (Eq. 5.2). In addition, we model direct actuation of the wing pitch
using the spring rest angle, ψ0 , in Eq. 5.2. The yaw angle, φb , of the body is
determined by the aerodynamic forces on the wings. This results in a coupled
dynamical system that determines the wing pitch and the yaw of the fly body,


(r)
Iw ψ̈l = τ(l)
−
κ
ψ
−
ψ
− C ψ̇l
l
ψ
0


(l)
Iw ψ̈r = τ(r)
−
κ
ψ
−
ψ
r
ψ
0 − C ψ̇r
(l)
Ib φ̈b = τ(r)
φ + τφ

(5.5)

where Iw is the moment of inertia of each wing about its respective hinge, τψ
corresponds to the inertial and aerodynamic torques that pitch the wing and
τφ ’s are the aerodynamic torques that yaw the body. Similar to [8], we employ
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the quasi-steady model described in [87] to simulate aerodynamic forces.

5.8 Wing Pitch Control with Torsional Spring Rest Angle
By simulating the dynamics of a virtual fly (§5.7), we can show that the wing
pitch asymmetry, ∆ψ, and the wing rest angle asymmetry, ∆ψ0 are linearly related. Although the functional relationship cannot be derived analytically, we
motivate it analyzing a closely related system. Ignoring the dependence of τψ
on the wing pitch and its derivatives, transforms it into the dynamical equation
describing the motion of a damped, driven torsional oscillator,
Iw ψ̈(t) + C ψ̇(t) + κ (ψ(t) − ψ0 ) = τ(t).

(5.6)

Furthermore, when the driving torque, τ(t), is periodic, the steady state solution
of Eq. 5.6 is a periodic function of the form ψ(t) = β(t) + ψ0 with the same period as τ(t). Varying ψ0 does not change β. Therefore, the difference between
two pitch angles governed by Eq. 5.6 but with different ψ0 values is ∆ψ = ∆ψ0 .
We find that the linear relationship is unchanged when the complete dynamics
are considered for ψ, however, the slope is no longer one. By simulating a virtual fly with a symmetric stroke with the amplitude and wing beat matching
experiments, we find that,
∆ψ = µ∆ψ0

(5.7)

with µ ≈ 0.65. Moreover, when ψ0 is varied as a function of time during a flight
sequence, the relaxation time between steady state solutions is determined by
Iw /C. We find that this is faster than a wing beat, therefore Eq. 5.7 is valid as
long as ψ0 varies slower than this timescale.
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Figure 5.8: (A) We show a simplified model fly that is freely allowed to rotate
but is otherwise fixed. The wings are fixed relative to the body and their weight
is modeled as negligible compared to the body. Stroke amplitudes are left-right
symmetric and periodic with constant angular velocities ω, on the fore-, and −ω,
on the aft-strokes. (B) We depict the cross-section of a wing of the fly. To model
how pitch angle asymmetry alone can drive a turn, we consider strokes with
constant angle of attack α(+) , on the fore-, and α(−) , on the aft-stroke. The angle
of attack is in general allowed to vary between the left and right wings. Also
labeled is the relationship of the geometric pitch angle to the angle of attack for
the horizontal stroke plane shown.

5.9 Yaw Control with Wing Pitch Asymmetry
To analytically derive how the pitch asymmetry of a flapping insect can control
its body yaw, we introduce the simplified model fly shown in Fig. 5.8. The
model is allowed to freely rotate in response to aerodynamic forces on its wings.
For the purposes of this analysis we consider a simplified stroke with constant
angular velocity wing movements (with respect to the body) on the fore- and
aft-strokes. This corresponds to coarse-graining over stroke details to consider
only average stroke parameters. Forward strokes are denoted by a plus-sign on
kinematic variables, while aft-strokes are denoted by a negative-sign.
During fore- and aft-strokes, the drag on the each wing causes an average
torque on the on the fly body,
2
(±)
τ(±)
w = χρ f (Ω ± ω) C D (αw ),
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(5.8)

where Ω is the angular velocity of the body, ω is the angular velocity of the wing,
ρ f is the density of air. The term C D (α) is the angle of attack dependent drag
parameter. This term is well approximated by C D (α) ≈ C D sin2 α [87]. Finally, χ
depends on the wing geometry of the fly and is χ ≈

7π 5
c̄
8

where c̄ is the chord-

length of the wing. The sum of the torques (Eq. 5.8) from the fore- and aftstrokes of each wing is the net torque on the fly body. Thus,


2 (+)
2 (−)
2 (+)
2
+
sin
α
)
,
Ib Ω̇ = Cτ (Ω − ω)2 (sin2 α(−)
)
−
(Ω
+
ω)
(sin
α
+
sin
α
r
r
l
l

(5.9)

where Cτ = χC D ρ f .
We consider a stroke with a mean shift between the left and right pitch angles
of a fruit fly ψl − ψr = ∆ψ. This allows us to write αr(±) = α± and α(±)
= α± ± ∆ψ
l
(See Fig. 5.8B). In addition, because Ω  ω and ∆ψ are small,


Ib Ω̇ ≈ Cτ −2Ωω(sin2 α+ + sin2 α− ) + ω2 ∆ψ(sin 2α+ + sin 2α− ) .

(5.10)

The first term in the above equation corresponds to the exponential decay due
to passive damping, while the latter term is a driving torque that arises due to
the mean shift in the pitch angles of the fruit fly.
Integrating Eq. 5.10 over a time period such that Ω(t1 ) = Ω(t2 ) yields,
sin 2α+ + sin 2α−
∆φ = ω
2(sin2 α+ + sin2 α− )

Zt2
∆ψdt = ωγN∆ψ̄,

(5.11)

t1

where ∆φ is the net yaw of the fly during a turn. Thus, the body yaw during a
turn is directly proportional to the average pitch asymmetry between left and
the right wings, ∆ψ̄, the duration (in strokes) of the asymmetry, N, and the mean
angular frequency of the flapping wings, ω. For fruit flies, α+ ≈ α− ≈ 45◦ and so
γ ≈ 1.
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CHAPTER 6
AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON FLAPPING WINGS

6.1 Introduction
The quantitative study of how insects control their flight requires accurate models of the aerodynamic forces acting on their wings. Not only do these forces
propel an insect through the air, but the motion of the wings themselves is also
highly coupled to these forces. When viewed in isolation, insect wings have
just two sets of external forces acting on them: forces exerted by the flies and
aerodynamic forces. Because the wings support the entire weight of flies, these
forces balance. Thus, aerodynamic forces and driving forces play a nearly equal
role in determining the insect’s wing kinematics. In this chapter, we describe the
methods that we use to model aerodynamic forces on flapping wings. Although
the airflow over an insect’s body can play an important role in the insect’s neurosensory response [88, 89], the aerodynamic forces on the body are far smaller
than the forces on the wings [21]. We therefore do not address these forces here.
The aerodynamic forces acting on flapping wings have been extensively
studied and the mechanisms behind force production are established [22]. We,
therefore, base our study on extensions to well-tested models. These models
fall into two categories: simulation of the flow field around a flapping with using computation fluid dynamics (CFD), and reduced order steady-state models (quasi-steady). Each of these methods allows us to determine the timedependent aerodynamic forces on a flapping wing, and consequently total aerodynamic force on the insect.
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In §6.2 we describe the CFD methods that we use to study the aerodynamic
forces on insect wings. We also discuss the modifications that we make to these
standard numerical methods to model a wing that passively rotates in response
to the fluid flow around it. In addition to CFD methods, in §6.3, we describe the
reduced order models that we use to extract forces from the wing kinematics
measured in §3.2. We also compare the aerodynamic forces predicted by these
quasi-steady models to the net force on the fly as determined from Newton’s
second law. Finally, we discuss how we propagate errors using these reduced
order models.

6.2 Two-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Equations
Insects flap their wings, by rotating their wings about a hinge on their body. The
airflow induced by these rotating airfoils is inherently three-dimensional [4, 21,
24, 90–92], however, researchers have shown that the aerodynamic mechanisms
behind flapping flight, can be approximated by two-dimensional models [9, 11,
93, 94]. We, therefore, model the airflow around insect wings using these two
dimensional computer simulations.
We consider each side of the insect separately. Thus for a fruit fly we simulate
the flow field around one wing at a time (see §3), for dragonflies we simulate
them two at a time (see §2). To project the motion of each of an insect’s rotating
wings to a two-dimensional plane, we approximate the motion of a wing to the
motion of a cross-section of the wing located at 66% of of the span (Fig. 6.1).
This span-wise location is close to the average center of pressure and the point
where DPIV measurements indicate that the circulation around insect wings
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Span
Chord

Figure 6.1: To determine the aerodynamic forces on an insect wing from two
dimensional solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, we simulate the motion
of a chord located at 66% of the length of the span. Pictured above is a dragonfly,
Libelulla pulchella, with the approximate chord cross-sections labeled. For CFD
simulations, we only simulate the wing(s) on one side of the insect at time.
is the greatest [73, 93]. This procedure transforms the kinematics of a threedimensional wing rotating about a hinge to a translating and rotating plate. In
§6.2.1 and §6.2.2 we detail the numerical methods that we use to simulate the
flow around these plates.

6.2.1 Immersed Interface Method
To determine the aerodynamic forces on multiple flapping insect wings, we use
the immersed interface method (IIM) [95]. This method determines the unsteady velocity, ~v, and pressure, p, fields in a volume of fluid by solving the
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Navier-Stokes equations,
X
1
∂~v
~l
+ ~v · ∇ · ~v = −∇p + ∆~v +
B
∂t
Re
l=1
M

∇ · ~v = 0

(6.1)

~ l described below and boundary and initial conditions,
with body forces, B
~v |δΩ = 0
~v(~x, 0) = 0

(6.2)

on a staggered Cartesian grid. The Reynolds number, Re = UL/ν depends on the
kinematic viscosity, ν, velocity, U, and length, L, scales of the flow. For flapping
wings, U is determined by the amplitude and frequency of flapping, and L is
the chord length of the wing. In our simulations, 100 ≤ Re ≤ 350, which is
matched to the range of fruit flies (Re ≈ 100) and house flies (Re ≈ 350). The
dimensionless forces (lift and drag coefficients), however, are insensitive to Re
in the flow regime that corresponds to insect flight [26, 96, 97]. Therefore, we
use Re = 350 to simulate the wing motion of a dragonfly even though its flight
corresponds to Re ≈ 1000.
To simulate the flow around flapping wings, boundaries are represented by
the addition of time-dependent singular body forces in Eq. 6.1,
I
~bl (α, t)δ(~x − X
~ l (α, t))dα,

~ l (~x, t) =
B

(6.3)

δΩ

~ l (α, t) is the (time-dependent) position of each (Lagrange) point on the
where X
surface of the boundary, δΩ, that is parametrized by non-dimensional parameter
α (Fig. 6.2). The motion of the boundary is determined by,
~ l (α, t)
∂X
~ t), t).
= ~v(X(α,
∂t
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(6.4)

Lagrange Points
Prescribed Points
Stiff Spring

Figure 6.2: The coordinates of surface l are represented by a set of Lagrange
~ l (αn , t), where n = 1..N are shown by the black circles above. The conpoints, X
~ l (α, t), shown by the dashed black line, is interpolated from
tinuous function X
~ l (αn , t). To prescribe X
~ l (αn , t) to desired positions X
~ (e) (αn , t), represented by the
X
l
~ (e) (αn , t) to X
~ l (α, t) with stiff springs. The singular force
red circles, we connect X
l
density at a black circle is the force of the spring connecting it to the corresponding red circle.
For IIM, the jumps caused in Eq. 6.1 by the singular force density, ~b, are incorporated directly into finite differencing scheme used in the numerical method [98].
This enables the method to attain second order spatial accuracy.
To prescribe the motion of the a boundary to Xl(e) (α, t), we let
~bl (α, t) = −κ(X
~ l (α, t) − X
~ (e) (α, t)),
l

(6.5)

where κ is a stiff spring constant with value of κ = 104 , and
~ (e) (α, t) = R(ψl (t))X
~ 0 (α) + ~xl (t),
X
l

(6.6)

is the prescribed boundary position of a wing whose centroid is ~xl (t), orientation
~ 0 . We represent ~b, X
~ l and X
~ (e) by discretizis ψl (t), and shape is parametrized by X
l
ing their values over the surface of the wings. The prescribed boundary pulls
the points on the surface along its trajectory (Fig. 6.2). Accurate prescription
of wing kinematics requires springs with very large spring constants, therefore,
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Figure 6.3: Six equally spaced time increments of the vorticity during a single
stroke of two simulated flapping boundaries. The kinematics are those corresponding to a dragonfly forewing (shown in black) and hindwing (shown in
white). Red is positive vorticity and blue is negative vorticity.
the system becomes very stiff [99]. We find that these springs are the limiting
factor that determine the maximum stable time-step of the simulation.
In Fig. 6.3, we show six equally spaced time increments of the vorticity field
during a single stroke of prescribed dragonfly wing kinematics simulated with
IIM (see §2). From such a simulated flow field (~bl (α, t), ~v(~x, t) and p(~x, t)), the
aerodynamic forces on the boundaries are,
I
~bl (α, t)dα + m ẍl (t),

F~l (t) = −

(6.7)

δΩ

where m is the mass of fluid enclosed by the wing boundary [95]. The torque
about the wing centroid is,
I
i j ri σ+jk nk ds,

τ=

(6.8)

δΩ

where i j is the two dimensional Levi-Civita symbol, ri is the vector from the
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centroid of the wing to its boundary, and n j is the outward pointing surfacenormal. We drop the superscript l on τ, ~rl and σl for clarity. The stress tensor on
the outer surface of the wing, σ+ , can be written in terms of
σ+i j = −

bi
+ σ−i j n j ,
J

(6.9)

σ−i j , the stress tensor on the inner surface of the wing boundary, and the surface
Jacobian, J =

ds
dα

[98]. Then,
I

I
~r × ~bdα +

τ = −
δΩ

i j ri σ−jk nk ds
δΩ

!
1
2
= − ~r × ~bdα + ~r × −∇p + ∇ ~v dA
Re
δΩ
Ω
I
Z
d
~
~r × ~vdA,
= − ~r × bdα +
dt
I

δΩ

I

(6.10)

Ω

Numerical Validation

To test the robustness of the aerodynamic forces determined with IIM to numerical approximations, we simulate the kinematics of a tethered dragonfly (See
§2). For the sake of brevity, we show only the fluid power, P = F~ · ~x˙ + τψ̇, of
the dragonfly’s hindwing. This quantity is chosen because its computation involves all the aerodynamic forces and results are identical to those for F~ and τ.
In addition, by choosing the hindwing, we ensure that the down-wash from the
forewing remains resolved. For all robustness tests, the wing motion is simulated at Re = 200 for two wing beats and then the comparisons of P are shown
for the subsequent three wing beats.
To test the spatial convergence of simulations, we simulate aspect ratio, AR =
6, flapping wings in an 8 × 8 chord-length box, and dt = 5 · 10−4 . We find that a
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Figure 6.4: Spatial convergence tests for IIM are conducted by simulating dragonfly wing kinematics (see §2.4) at grid resolutions of 256 × 256, 512 × 512 and
729 × 729 in an 8 × 8 chord length domain size. Above, we show the rate of
work done by the fluid on the hindwing, P. We find that a grid resolution of 256
is sufficient to ensure convergence of average aerodynamic quantities to better
than 1% compared to the 729 × 729 grid. Quantities are shown in dimensionless
form, with the dimensions of time being beats, and force being the weight of the
dragonfly.
grid resolution of 256 × 256 is sufficient to ensure convergence of P to within 1%
for a 256 × 256 grid when compared to a 729 × 729 grid (Fig. 6.4). To test the time
resolution of the simulation, we vary the time-step as shown in Fig. 6.5 with an
AR = 6 wing, in an 8 × 8 chord-length box and a grid resolution of 256 × 256.
We find that dt = 5 · 10−4 (10000 time-steps per wing beat) is sufficient to ensure
convergence of P to within 1% (Fig. 6.5).
To test the effect of the size of the simulated domain on aerodynamic quantities, we simulate the varying domain sizes, while holding all other parameters
constant. The dominant effect of domain size changes is to disrupt the nearly
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Figure 6.5: We test temporal convergence of IIM by simulating dragonfly wing
kinematics (see §2.4) at time resolutions of dt = 5 · 10−4 , dt = 2.5 · 10−4 and dt =
1.25 · 10−4 , where t = 1 corresponds to one wing beat period. Above, we show
the rate of work done by the fluid on the hindwing, P. We find that dt = 5 · 10−4
is sufficient to ensure convergence of average aerodynamic quantities to better
than 1%. Quantities are shown in dimensionless form, with the dimensions of
time being beats, and force being the weight of the dragonfly.
vertical jet ejected by the flapping wings (see Fig. 6.3). We therefore show the results of lengthening the domain size in the vertical direction. The wings are simulated in domains with width equal to 8 chord lengths and lengths, L = 8, 16 23
and 128 chord lengths. We find that restricting the domain size to a 8 × 8 chordlength grid has negligible (P converes to better than 3%) effect on aerodynamic
forces and torques (Fig. 6.6A–B).
Insect wings typically have an extremely high cross-sectional aspect ratio.
This makes exact simulations of their morphology infeasible [14]. To investigate the effect of wing shape on the aerodynamic forces of a flapping plate, we
simulate flapping dragonfly wings in an 8 × 8 chord-length box, on a 256 × 256
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Figure 6.6: (A) To test the sensitivity of simulations to domain size, we simulate
dragonfly wing kinematics (see §2.4) in domains ranging from 8 × 8 to 8 × 128
chord lengths. The dominant effect of domain size is the vertical is to disrupt
the vertical jet that is created ejected by the flapping wings we, therefore, show
only the results of extend the domain in this direction. Above, we show the
rate of work done by the fluid on the hindwing, P. We find that the domain
size has less than 3% effect on the average P, and lesser effect on forces. (B)
Because interaction with vorticies varies wing beat to wing beat we show the
phase averaged P for a stroke constructed from the average of 5 wing beats.
This highlights that extending the domain size has little effect on P. Quantities
are shown in dimensionless form, with the dimensions of time being beats, and
force being the weight of the dragonfly.
grid with dt = 5 · 10−4 for three different aspect ratios, AR = 3, 4, and 6, of
rounded rectangle wings. We show the results of our simulation for the aerodynamic power of the fluid on the wing Fig. 6.7. We find that the aerodynamic
forces on the flapping wings are very similar (mean P difference is less than 3%)
for AR = 4 and AR = 6, however we find significant changes between these and
AR = 3. This result is in agreement with findings that, for typical wing strokes,
aerodynamic forces are insensitive to wing aspect ratio when AR ≥ 4 [100, 101].

100

Power P (Dimensionless)

t (wing beats)

Figure 6.7: To test the sensitivity of simulations to wing aspect ratio, AR, we
simulate dragonfly wing kinematics (see §2.4) using rounded rectangle wings of
aspect ratio AR = 3, AR = 4 and AR = 6. Above, we show the rate of work done
by the fluid on the hindwing, P. We find that there are significant differences
in P between the AR = 3 curves and the other, however AR = 4 and AR = 5
converge to better than 3%. Quantities are shown in dimensionless form, with
the dimensions of time being beats, and force being the weight of the dragonfly.
Passive Wing Pitching in IIM

The pitch of an insect wing is its orientation about the wing span (Fig. 6.1).
Within the two dimensional model of flapping flight pitch maps to the orientation of the boundary in the flow, ψ (Fig. 6.8). Here, we describe modifications
we made to IIM to model a wing where ψ, like a sheet of paper waved back and
forth, is determined passively by the wing’s interaction with the surrounding
fluid (see §2–5). We show the specific wing which is simulated in Fig. 6.8. To
model a passively pitching wing, we simulate a wing where the x- and y- motion of a point near the leading edge of the wing, the torsion axis, (black circle)
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Figure 6.8: We simulate a wing that pitches passively in response to aerodynamic forces. Above we show a snapshot of the vorticity from simulation of a
wing being driven at its torsion axis (black circle) at a constant amplitude . The
center of mass (gray dot) of the wing is behind the torsion axis. In response to
aerodynamic forces and a torsional spring torque acting at the torsion axis, the
wing pitches angle (labeled ψ) rocks back and forth periodically like a sheet of
paper that is waved back and forth.
is prescribed and ψ is determined by the fluid forces on the wing, the moment
of inertia of the wing, the location of the center of mass of the wing (gray circle)
and a torque, τ p , that may act at the torsion axis axis. We model such a wing
with IIM, by redefining Eqs. 6.3 and 6.5 to be,
~b(α, t) = ~b1 (α, t) + ~b2 (α, t) + ~b3 (α, t) + ~b4 (α, t),

(6.11)

where b1 –b4 are separate singular force components used to enforce the model.
In Eq. 6.11, and subsequent equations in this section, we drop the subscript l
denoting the particular object for the sake of clarity. All the equations shown,
however, apply to the singular forces of each passively pitching wing.
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Lagrange Points
Prescribed Points
Massive Points
Stiff Spring
Torsion Axis

Figure 6.9: (A) To ensure the surface follows the torsion axis (black circle), but
is allowed to freely rotate around it, we connect each Lagrange point (white
circles) to the torsion axis. The rest length of each spring are set as shown above
by the grey lines. (B) To ensure the surface remains rigid in the flow we prescribe
spring interconnections between the Lagrange points as shown by the gray lines
above. (C) A penalty based method is used to prescribe mass to the shape: by
connecting each Lagrange point (white circles) to a massive virtual point (blue
circles) with a stiff spring the surface behaves as if it has mass in the flow. Only
the position of the torsion axis is connected to the prescribed shape, thus the
wing (black dashed line) is allowed to freely rotate in the flow.
We use b1 to prescribe the position of the torsion axis,

 ~
~b1 (α, t) = −κ2 X(α,
~ t) − ~xt (t) − Rt (α) X(α, t) − ~xt (t) ,
~ t) − ~xt (t)
X(α,

(6.12)

where Rt (α) is the rest length of the spring connecting a Lagrange point to the
torsion axis position ~xt (t) (Fig. 6.9A). This formula ensures that the position of
the surface points remain a fixed distance from the torsion axis, and yet allows
them to rotate around the point. Because of this change, the motion of the La103

grange points is no longer fully prescribed (unlike those in Fig. 6.2). Therefore,
without additional forces, the wing tends to deform in response to the flow. We
use b2 to ensure that the wing remains rigid,
I

 X(α,
~ t) − X(α
~ 0 , t) 0
0
0
0
~b2 (α, t) =
~
~
−κ1 (α, α ) X(α, t) − X(α , t) − R s (α, α )
dα (6.13)
~ t) − X(α
~ 0 , t)
X(α,
δΩ
where R s (α, α0 ) is the rest length of the spring connecting two Lagrange points,
and κ1 (α, α0 ) defines the pattern of interconnections between Lagrange points.
We use the cross-hatched spring pattern shown in Fig. 6.9B to preserve the
wing structure during translation.
For a fully prescribed boundary, the inertia of the wing plays no role in its
motion and therefore may be ignored in simulations. This is not the case when
the pitch of wing is is allowed to respond to the flow. In fact, wing-inertia becomes a dominant factor in the pitching motion of the wing (see [53] and §2).
We, therefore, use a penalty based method to simulate a wing with mass [102].
This is implemented by b3 in our simulations,


~b3 (α, t) = −κ3 X(α,
~ t) − X
~ m (α, t) ,

(6.14)

~ m (α, t) is a surface, whose dynamics are governed by,
where X


~ t) = −κ3 X(α,
~ t) − X
~ m (α, t) ,
m(α)X(α,

(6.15)

~ t). We
where m(α) is the simulated mass of corresponding the surface point X(α,
show the result of simulating a surface with mass with this method in Fig. 6.9C:
~ m (α, t) tend to pull on X(α,
~ t) resulting in an effective
the spring forces from X
wing mass,

I
mw =

m(α)dα

(6.16)

and moment of inertia,
I
It =

2

~ t) − ~xt (t) dα
m(α) X(α,
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(6.17)

about the wing torsion axis.
Finally, we also allow for a torque, τ p , to act at the torsion axis of the wing.
This torque is further discussed in §4 and §5. To distribute τ p to the surface as a
singular force, we set,


~b4 = ẑ × X(α,
~ t) − ~xt (t) m(α) τ p ,
It

(6.18)

where ẑ, the vector coming out of the plane, is used to define the perpendicular
~ t) − ~xt (t). This definition of b4 produces an equivalent torque to τ p
vector to X(α,
on the body, with no net force. Furthermore, in a vacuum, this prescription of
forces would result in the Lagrange points moving as a rigid body.
The results of simulating a wing with this method are discussed in §4,
specifically in Fig. 4.5. Throughout the thesis, the wings are simulated with
κ1 = κ3 = 104 and κ2 = 103 .

6.2.2 EC4 in Elliptical Coordinates
In addition to IIM, we also solve the Navier-Stokes equations using the streamfunction vorticity formulation in elliptical coordinates,

∂ (S ω)  √
1 2
+ S~v · ∇ ω =
∇ω
∂t
Re
√ 
∇ · S~v = 0,

(6.19)

where the scaling factor,
S (µ, θ) = cosh2 µ − cos2 θ

(6.20)

is determined by the conformal map from Cartesian to elliptical coordinates [9,
93,103]. The details of the numerical method are omitted, as it is commonly used
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Figure 6.10: (A) A Cartesian coordinate system can be mapped to an (B) Elliptical coordinate system with the conformal map x + iy = cosh(µ + iθ).
to study flapping flight and is has been described in [9,32,87,103–106]. Here, we
focus on the modifications that are made to the method to enable a wing to pitch
passively. Unlike, IIM where the wings are represented by body forces acting on
the fluid, in EC4 they are actually represented by boundary conditions. As such,
we specify the wing motion by directly prescribing ~x(t) and ψ(t), the motion of
the wings, and the centroid. We modify the standard algorithm, by allowing ψ(t)
and ~x(t) to vary in response to fluid forces. Specifically, as for IIM we prescribe
the translational motion of the torsion axis ~xt (t). Then, in response to inertial
and fluid forces the dynamical equation for ψ is,
It ψ̈ = τa − rFy0 + rcm mw ay0 + τ p ,

(6.21)

where τa is the aerodynamic torque about the wing centroid, r is the distance
from the torsion axis to the wing centroid, Fy0 is the aerodynamic force perpendicular to the wing, rcm is the distance from the centroid to the center of mass,
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ay0 is the component acceleration perpendicular to the wing, mw is the mass of
the wing, It is the moment of inertia of the wing about the torsion axis and τ p
is some user-defined torque about the torsion axis. The position of the wing
centroid may be written in terms of ψ and the prescribed position of the torsion
axis,
x(t) = xt (t) − r cos(ψ)
y(t) = yt (t) − r sin(ψ).

(6.22)

The boundary conditions on Eq. 6.19 can then be computed at each time-step
from Eqs. 6.21 and 6.22. To accomplish this, we discretize Eq. 6.19 using a
fourth order spatial stencil, and use explicit Euler for time-stepping [107]. Thus
to iterate from the n-th to (n+1)-th time-step,
ψ(n+1) − ψ(n)
= ω(n)
∆t
ω(n+1) − ω(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
It
= τ(n)
a − rF y0 + rcm mw ay0 + τ p ,
∆t

(6.23)

where ω is the angular velocity of the wing, and ∆t is the time discretization. Results of simulating a passively pitching wing using the above outlined method
can be seen in §4, specifically in Fig. 4.8B.

6.3 Quasi-Steady Models
The high computational cost of determining aerodynamic forces on insect wings
using the CFD methods described in §6.2 often prohibit their use to determine
the aerodynamic forces on wings for many wing beats. We find that, especially
when analyzing free-flight experimental data, simplified models of aerodynamics are necessary to estimate these forces. For this purpose, we use quasi-steady
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models based on steady state approximations from air foil theory. These models average over the details in the airflow around insect wings to estimate the
aerodynamic forces using only the wings instantaneous velocity, acceleration
and orientation. Because of this simple dependence on the wing kinematics,
such models significantly reduce computational costs. In addition, measurement uncertainties in the wing kinematics can be easily estimated on the forces
computed using these aerodynamic models (see §6.3.3). In fact, we find that the
measurement errors inherent in experimental kinematics can nullify the benefit
of added accuracy from CFD models.
Using quasi-steady models to understand the aerodynamics of insect flight
has been an intensely researched topic [12, 14, 108–110]. Early attempts at applying steady state theory directly, met with mixed success: although the aerodynamic properties of steady state airfoils matched those observed for animals
in fast forwards flight [108], researchers found that, to sustain hovering flight,
insect wings needed unreasonably high lift coefficients [14]. It was later found,
however that the high lift coefficients can be explained by the presence of a
strong attached leading edge vortex in flapping flight [35,91]. Once this effect is
incorporated into quasi-steady models, the average vertical forces predicted by
such models are in closer agreement with measurements. However, only modeling the translational circulation due to the attached vortex fail to predict the
time trace of forces on a flapping wing. This is because the effects of wing rotational were unaccounted for [70]. Researchers showed that wing rotation results
in and increased circulation around a wing due to the attached fluid [87, 111].
When these rotational, and translational added mass effects of the attached fluid
are taken into account the time course of forces can be predicted with a quasisteady model [15, 87, 93, 112–114].
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In this chapter, we detail the quasi-steady methods we employ throughout
this thesis. In §6.3.1 we describe a two-dimensional quasi-steady model which
predicts aerodynamic forces on a rotating and translating blade. In §6.3.2 we
show how we extend this quasi-steady model using propeller theory to estimate
the aerodynamic forces on a flapping wing.

6.3.1 Falling Paper Model
The specific two-dimensional quasi-steady model we use throughout the thesis is the force model developed to study fluttering and tumbling plates in fluids [36, 87, 115]. Due to the similarity in the Reynolds number regime of these
phenomena, these models are quantitatively similar to those used to study insect flight [15] and have been successfully applied to modeling the forces on
insects [26, 42, 53, 93]. We briefly review the method and compare it to simulations using IIM in this section.
~ and torque (about the centroid), τ, on
To compute the aerodynamic forces, F,
a wing with chord length 2c, and thickness 2b (Fig. 6.11) we use,
F x0 = −m11 v̇ x0 + m22 ψ̇vy0 − ρ f Γvy0 − F xν0
Fy0 = −m22 v̇y0 − m11 ψ̇v x0 + ρ f Γv x0 − Fyν0
τ = −Ia ψ̈ + (m11 − m22 )v x0 vy0 − τν ,

(6.24)

where v x0 and vy0 are the wings velocity components, Γ is a model of the circulation around the wing, and F~ ν , τν respectively model the viscous force and
torque on the wing. The added mass coefficients - m11 = πρ f b2 , m22 = πρ f a2 , and
Ia = 81 πρ f (a2 − b2 ) - model the added inertia caused by attached fluid to an accelerating wing. Their particular values are determined from inviscid theory [116].
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Figure 6.11: (A) A two dimensional wing that translates and rotates. The circulation around the wing is represented by Γ. The angle ψ is the orientation of
the wing to the lab frame coordinate system x- and y-. The primed coordinate
system is instantaneously co-rotating with the wing’s velocity vector. (B) We
model a wing with chord length 2a and thickness 2b. The angle of attack, α of a
wing is the angle between the chord of the wing ĉ and its velocity vector relative
to the lab frame.
The angle ψ is the orientation of the wing to the lab frame (unprimed coordinate
system). The primed coordinate system is co-rotating with the wing (Fig. 6.11).
To model the circulation around the wing,
Γ = −CT av sin 2α + 2CR a2 ψ̇,

(6.25)

where the term multiplied by dimensionless constant CT models the translational circulation around the wing including the unsteady effects due to delayed
stall. The term multiplied by dimensionless constant CR models the added circulation due to wing rotation. The angle of attack α ≡ tan−1 (vy0 , v x0 ) is the angle
between the wings chord and its velocity vector. We model vicious drag, F~ ν ,
and the viscous torque, τν , as


F~ ν = ρ f a C D (0) cos2 α + C D (π/2) sin2 α v~v0


τν = πρ f a4 f µ1 + µ2 ψ̇ ψ̇,
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(6.26)
(6.27)
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Figure 6.12: We compare the horizontal force predicted by the quasi-steady
model to CFD simulations using IIM for the dragonfly wing kinematics described in §2. We show the horizontal force due to motion of the hindwing:
in red are results predicted by the quasi-steady model, in black we show simulations from IIM where both the fore- and hindwings are simulated, in blue
we show the results of simulating only the hindwing with IIM. Quantities are
shown in dimensionless form, with the dimensions of time being beats, and
force being the weight of the dragonfly.
where f is the wing beat frequency and the dimensionless constants C D (0),
C D (π/2), µ1 and µ2 are Reynolds number dependent properties of the flapping
wings.

Comparison to Immersed Interface Method

Past research indicates that the quasi-steady model can quantitatively predict
the aerodynamic forces on a two-dimensional flapping wing [15, 87, 93]. These
results analyze the applicability of these models to wings that flap in a horizon111
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Figure 6.13: We compare the vertical force predicted by the quasi-steady model
to CFD simulations using IIM for the dragonfly wing kinematics described in
§2. We show the vertical force due to motion of the hindwing: in red are results
predicted by the quasi-steady model, in black we show simulations from IIM
where both the fore- and hindwings are simulated, in blue we show the results
of simulating only the hindwing with IIM. Quantities are shown in dimensionless form, with the dimensions of time being beats, and force being the weight
of the dragonfly.
tal stroke plane such as the wings of a fruit fly. Here, we analyze the results of
applying the quasi-steady model to dragonfly wing kinematics (see §2). Dragonflies flap using an inclined stroke plane, and have two wings flapping on
each side. We, therefore, focus on how the interaction between the two flapping
wings and the inclined stroke plane affects the force calculations and assess the
quality of quasi-steady model predictions in this context. For all simulations
quasi-steady parameter values match those in [36].
In Figs. 6.12–6.14 we compare F~ and τ predicted by the quasi-steady model
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Figure 6.14: We compare the torque about the wing centroid, τ, predicted by
the quasi-steady model to CFD simulations using IIM for the dragonfly wing
kinematics described in §2. We show τ due to the motion of the hindwing: in red
are results predicted by the quasi-steady model, in black we show simulations
from IIM where both the fore- and hindwings are simulated, in blue we show
the results of simulating only the hindwing with IIM. Quantities are shown in
dimensionless form, with the dimensions of time being beats, and force being
the weight of the dragonfly.
(red lines) to simulations of dragonfly wing kinematics using IIM (black and
blue lines). All results are shown for the hindwing of the dragonfly because
the down-wash from the forewing tends to exaggerate wing-wing interaction
effects. To separately isolate the effects of wing-wing interaction and the effect
of the inclined stroke plane, we show results of simulating the motion of both
the fore- and hindwings (black line) and the hindwing alone (blue line) using
IIM.
Comparing quasi-steady model predictions of F~ to simulations including
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wing interaction effects, we find that the general trend of forces is predicted
by the quasi-steady model, however, significant discrepancies exist. The most
significant difference is that the large peaks in F x (Fig. 6.12), and the large dips in
Fy (Fig. 6.13), are missed by the quasi-steady model. Consequently, the model
under-predicts the average F x and over-predicts the average Fy . The missed
peaks coincide with the hindwing crossing the jet ejected by the fore-wing in
Fig. 6.3E–F. Including this downdraft in the quasi-steady model has the effect
of reducing Fy while increasing F x as observed in IIM simulations. The effect of
this jet is further underscored by the simulations of the isolated hindwing where
the discrepant peaks are significantly reduced (blue lines in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13).
Quasi-steady model predictions of F~ match simulations of the isolated hindwing more closely than when wing interaction effects are included. The discrepancies that exist are largely because the inclined stroke plane of the dragonfly
hindwing causes the wing to interact with the net down-wash of its flapping
motion [26]. This interaction results in a slight over-prediction of Fy and slight
under-prediction of F x by the quasi-steady model.
In Fig. 6.14 we compare τ as predicted by the quasi-steady model to both
simulations of the hindwing motion with wing interaction effects and simulations of the isolated hindwing motion. We find that the quasi-steady torque
model captures the general trend of τ, however, significant discrepancies exist.
Insect wings, however, are driven by flight muscles through the torsion axis
which acts near the leading edge of the wings [19, 28]. Because the torque about
the torsion axis from aerodynamic forces, rFy0 , is much larger than the torque
about the wing centroid, τ plays only a minor role in insect wing kinematics
and these discrepancies no not affect the results of this thesis. In §7, however,
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we introduce a genetic programming method that may, in the future, improve
the quality of the quasi-steady torque model.

6.3.2 Flapping Wing Model
In this section, we extend the two-dimensional quasi-steady model described in
§6.3.1 to estimate the aerodynamic forces on a three dimensional flapping wing.
When non-dimensional constants are experimentally determined such quasisteady models can accurately predict the aerodynamic forces on a robotic wing
that is a scaled to match the Reynolds number regime of flying insects [15].
We proceed by deriving the spatial (6-component) velocity of the insect
wings and body in terms of the position and orientation parameters described
in §3.2. We consider two different frames, the lab frame and the wing or body
fixed frame, where the coordinate system is oriented along the axes of the body.
As derived in [45], for Euler angles, φ, θ and ψ the angular velocity in the wingfixed frame is,


φ̇ sin θ + ψ̇


=  φ̇ cos θ sin ψ − θ̇ cos ψ


θ̇ sin ψ + φ̇ cos θ cos ψ





 ,




and similarly in the lab frame,


 θ̇ sin φ + ψ̇ cos θ cos φ

~ lab =  ψ̇ cos θ sin φ − θ̇ cos φ
ω


φ̇ + ψ̇ sin θ





 .




~ fixed
ω

(6.28)

(6.29)

It follows that a point attached to the wing moves with velocity,
~ × ~r,
~v = ~x˙c + Ω
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(6.30)

where ~x˙c is the velocity of the centroid, and ~r is the vector from the wing centroid
to the point. Henceforth, we refer to wing-fixed coordinates as primed and lab
frame coordinates as unprimed.
The span-wise flow along the wing is smaller than in the other two directions; therefore, as in [15, 42, 53], we use a blade element model oriented along
the span of the wing to compute all components of aerodynamic force, except
~
for the added mass. The force, d F(r),
and torque, d~τ(r), on a particular blade
element, located r away from the centroid along the span of the wing, can then
be computed from,

d F~fixed

d~τfixed





0




=  −ρ f Γ(r)vz0 − Fyν0 (r) 




ν
ρ f Γ(r)vy0 − Fz0 (r) 


4 
 − πρ f c(r) µ1 + µ2 |Ω x0 | Ω x0
16
T


= 
0


0





 .




(6.31)

where ρ f is the density of air, µ1 and µ2 are dimensionless constants and T is the
inverse of flapping frequency. The remaining terms Γ and F~ ν model circulation
and viscous drag terms, respectively. They can be computed from
Γ = −CT c(r) q
F~ ν =

vy0 vz0

1
+ CR Ω x0 c(r)2
v2y0 + v2z0 2


ρ f c(r)~v 
C D (0)v2y0 + C D (π/2)v2z0 ,
q
2 v2y0 + v2z0

(6.32)

where CT , CR , C D (0) and C D (π/2) are the dimensionless constants described in
[36,42,53] and c(r) is the cross-sectional chord length of the wing model. The six
aerodynamic spatial force components about the wing centroid can be found by
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integrating along the span,
Za
F~ =

d F~
−a
Za

~τ =



~r × d F~ + d~τ .

(6.33)

−a

As mentioned, the above derivation neglects added mass terms. This is done
because these terms depend on the wing acceleration and therefore span-wise
components may be significant due to centripetal accelerations. As a result,
we use the full 3D form the added mass components of the fluid force. In the
wing-fixed frame, we can write the added mass spatial force, F~ am and ~τam , using
Einstein-summation notation as
F am
= −mi j v̇i −  jkl mli vi Ωk
j
τam
= −v̇i m j+3,i −  jkl vi Ωk ml+3,i −  jkl vk vi mli ,
j

(6.34)

where mi j is the 6 × 6 added mass tensor, vi is the object velocity, and v̇i is the
acceleration relative to the wing-fixed frame [117, 118]. In Eq. 6.34 summations
over repeated indexes are carried out such that i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and j, k, l = 1, 2, 3.
Then v1 , v2 and v3 correspond to v x0 , vy0 and vz0 , while v4 , v5 and v6 refer to Ω x0 , Ωy0
and Ωz0 , respectively.
For an elliptic disc, the added mass tensor, mii0 , in the wing-fixed coordinate
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system is diagonal. Components along its diagonal are
m11 = m22 = 0
m33 =
m44
m55

4πρ f ab2
3E(k)



ab4 a2 − b2
4πρ f
=

15 2a2 − b2 E(k) − b2 K(k)


a3 b2 a2 − b2
4πρ f
=

15 a2 − 2b2 E(k) + b2 K(k)

m66 = 0,

(6.35)

where K(k) and E(k) are the (complete) elliptic integrals of the first and second
q
 2
kind, while k = 1 − ba is the elliptic modulus [72]. The total spatial force on
the insect wing about the centroid is then,
F~ aero = F~ am + F~
~τaero = ~τam + ~τ.

(6.36)

Throughout this thesis, the quasi-steady model parameters - CT = 1.833,
C D (0) = 0.21, C D (π/2) = 3.35, CR = 1.5 - are set to the experimental values,
measured using a scaled mechanical model of a fruit fly wing [119]. No measurements are available for the dissipative torque parameters therefore, we use,
µ1 = 0.2 and µ2 = 0.2, the values from [105].

Validation with Body Forces

To test the flapping wing model using only experimental data, we follow the
suggestion in [14], and examine how closely the aerodynamic forces predicted
from wing kinematics match the motion of freely flying Drosophila melanogaster.
For an ideal model, combining measurements of the free-flight kinematics of an
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insect with simulation of forces should yield,
Mb~a = F~l(a) + F~r(a) − Mb gẑ,

(6.37)

where Mb and ~a are the mass and acceleration of the insect, g is the acceleration
of gravity, and F~l(a) and F~r(a) are the aerodynamic forces on the left and right
wings, respectively. By measuring the morphology and free-flight kinematics
of a fruit fly, then simulating aerodynamic forces, we can compare how well the
left and right side of Eq. 6.37 match to determine the quality of the aerodynamic
model. This method, however, stresses measurement capabilities as much as it
does the aerodynamic model (see §3). Specifically, there are two experimental
complications. The first, is that the mass of Drosophila can vary significantly
(by as much as 30-35%) between individuals. In fact, even within the same
individual, from the beginning of flight to the end of flight lasting only a few
minutes we find that the mass of a fly can vary by 10%. Therefore, to test model
accuracy to better than 30%, insects must be individually weighed and placed
in the flight chamber alone (see §3). This tedious procedure severely restricts
the number of flight sequences that can be measured and, to date, we only have
two that we can compare. In addition, the fruit flies generally move very little
on a stroke to stroke basis. Therefore, the error bars on body accelerations (see
§3.8.1), and consequently the left side of Eq. 6.37, are very large compared to the
wing beat to wing beat variation in aerodynamic forces. Therefore, currently, we
can only compare time averaged values the left and right sides of Eq. 6.37 for
an entire time-sequence.
In Tbl. 6.1, we compare the inferred and computed forces for a 33 wing beat
flight sequence. In this sequence the fly moves very little so we refer to this
flight sequence as “hovering”. In Tbl. 6.2, we compare the inferred and computed forces for a 17 wing beat flight sequence for a fly that travels in the y−
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Table 6.1: Comparison of time-averaged forces on the fruit fly as measured by
experiment, and using the flapping wing model. Averages are over 33 wing
beats of a freely-flying D. melanogaster. The difference in force predictions
should be compared to the body weight of the fruit fly which is 6.9 ± 0.3 µN.
The flight sequence corresponding to this calculation is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Force (µN) Experimental Model
Fx
0.9±0.3
0.3±0.1
Fy
-0.2±0.2
-0.2±0.1
Fz
6.6±0.3
5.8±0.2
Table 6.2: Comparison of time-averaged forces on the body as computed directly from the body kinematics (Experimental) and using a quasi-steady force
model (Model). Averages are taken over 17 wing beats of a freely flying D.
melanogaster. The difference in force predictions should be compared to the body
weight of the fruit fly which is 11 ± 2 µN. The flight sequence corresponding to
this calculation is shown in Fig. 5.5
Force (µN) Experimental Model
Fx
-0.7±0.7
-1.6±0.1
Fy
1.1±0.7
2.5±0.1
Fz
11.6±2.1
12.1±0.6
direction across the filming volume. For both sequences, although the magnitude of forces can differ, they only do so by about two standard error bars, the
direction is correctly predicted.

6.3.3 Estimating Uncertainties on Forces and Torques
The quasi-steady models detailed in §6.3 allow for easy propagation of measurement uncertainties on computed aerodynamic quantities. For experimental data
where the uncertainty in measured parameters can be estimated (see §3.6) with
a quasi-steady model the uncertainties can be propagated using Taylor series
uncertainty propagation [120]. For example, for a computed force component,
F, (e.g. quasi-steady force) that is a function of the time-series of kinematic mea-
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surements of the fly, yi . We propagate the measurement uncertainties on yi to F
by adding errors in quadrature,
σ2F

X ∂F !2
=
σyi .
∂y
i
i

(6.38)

Computing uncertainties in F in this way corresponds to the assumption that
errors in yi are uncorrelated and approximately Gaussian. This is a reasonable
approximation for our positional errors [25]. We use this technique to estimate
all uncertainties on computed quantities in §4 and §5.
Although techniques exist to estimate uncertainties on computed forces using CFD simulations [121], such methods are computationally intensive for our
problems.
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CHAPTER 7
A GENETIC PROGRAMMING METHOD TO IMPROVE THE FALLING
PAPER MODEL

7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss a topic somewhat disjoint from the rest of the thesis. Despite this, we believe that the topic is of interest and therefore worth
discussing. Here, we apply Genetic algorithms to scientific discovery. Genetic
algorithms are extremely versatile optimization methods [122]. They are particularly useful when no specific method exists to solve a problem. As such, they
have been applied to countless scientific problems, including understanding optimality in nature [42], engineering design, and even scientific discovery. Here,
we develop a method that can “discover” the equations of motion behind a certain process. The application of genetic algorithms to such symbolic regression
problems is called genetic programming.
We specifically develop this method for improving a class of models with
which the aerodynamic forces on a two-dimensional flapping plate can be computed. The physical laws behind these forces are known. Specifically, the
Navier-Stokes equations describe the flow of an incompressible fluid [123].
These partial differential equations,
1
∂~v
+ ~v · ∇ · (~v) = −∇p + ∆~v
∂t
Re
∇ · ~v = 0,

(7.1)

describe the evolution of a fluid volume’s velocity, ~v, and pressure fields, p when
given appropriate boundary conditions and flow regime specified by Re. Thus,
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the forces on a flapping plate can be computed from ~v and p. These equations,
however, are nonlinear and, in general, require the solution of the entire flow
field to compute forces. Therefore, they are computationally expensive to solve.
For many classes of problems direct solution of Eq. 7.1 is not feasible. As such,
there is a demand for reduced order models that accurately capture the underlying physics without the need for solving the full equations.
The falling paper model (FPM) can predict the forces and torque acting on a
two-dimensional flapping plate when 10 ≤ Re ≤ 5000 ( [87] and see also §6.3.1).
This quasi-steady model coarse grains over the fluid flow, to make these predictions using only a wing’s instantaneous kinematics. Applying this model to
predicting the dynamics of a wing, e.g. a plate falling under the influence of
aerodynamics and gravity, requires the solution of a set of ordinary differential
equations. This is in contrast with Eq. 7.1, where the already difficult solution of
partial differential equations is exacerbated by time-dependent boundary conditions that are coupled to the flow. Due to their simplicity, FPM and other
similar models are applied to the solution of many problems. Of particular interest to us, is the common use of FPM to extract the aerodynamic forces on,
and to understand the dynamics of, the wings of flapping insects [42, 53]. Thus,
improving its accuracy is an important goal.
We find that the aerodynamic forces on a flapping wing are well modeled by
FPM (see §6.3.1 and [42, 53, 87, 103, 105]). The torque about the wing’s centroid,
however, is not well-understood (see Fig. 6.12 and [103]). Consequently, we
seek to improve its current state. Because asymptotic expressions for this torque
cannot be derived from Eq. 7.1, we develop a genetic programming method to
discover an improved model of the torques about a wing’s centroid. In effect,
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we introduce a method to “data mine” for a reduced order model whose predictions agree with those of the Navier-Stokes equations.

7.2 Methods
The set of equations that comprise the Falling Paper Model are described in
§6.3.1. Here, we focus on developing a method to discover an approximate symbolic equation for the torque about a wing’s centroid, τ. To determine a model
for τ, we first compute target torques, τ0 , that we try to match. For testing of the
method, we generate τ0 using a known function. We then apply the method to
determine an improved torque model, by generating τ0 using direct solutions of
Eq. 7.1 for several motions of a flapping wing. We use the Immersed Interface
Method (see [124] and see also §6.2.1) to measure τ0 for these flapping wings.
In accord with quasi-steady models of fluid flow, we seek a model of τ of the
form,
τ = τ(θ, θ̇, θ, u, v),

(7.2)

where θ is the orientation of the wing in the flow and u, v, and θ̇ are the velocities
of the wing centroid and angular velocity of the wing, respectively. Because an
accelerating wing may have fluid attached to it during its motion, in general τ
can also also depend on u̇, v̇, and θ̈. We do not allow for these terms, because in
this case, the genetic programming method will trivially rediscover Newton’s
laws of motion τ = I θ̈ and F~ = m~v˙ . To account for the attached fluid, we use
analytical expressions for the added moment of inertia, Ia , to modify τ0 [116,
117]. Thus, we find,
τ0 − I θ̈ = (1 +

Ia
)τ0 ≈ τ(θ, θ̇, u, v).
I
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(7.3)

7.2.1 Representation and Genetic Operators
We use a tree representation of genetic programs where operators are represented as nodes in the tree and variables and constants are represented as leaves.
The implemented operators are sin x, cos x, |x|, x · y, yx , x + y, x − y, log x, xy and
√
x. The operators are implemented so as to make them easily extensible. Initially there were two types of leaf nodes, constants and variables, however it
was found to be useful to limit the number of constants that the genetic algorithm can use, and therefore constants were also represented as variables, with
a single value for all runs.
Crossover between two trees is implemented by swapping two random subtrees between them [125]. We use three types of mutation operators: structural mutation, hill-climbing, and local-optimization. Structural mutation corresponds crossing over an individual from the population with a random expression tree. Hill-climbing mutation replaces a constant in the expression tree
of an individual from the population, with a random value of standard deviation 0.1 centered around the original constants value. We found that with
only hill-climbing mutation, the constants converge very slowly towards desired values. Therefore, we use the local-optimization mutation to perform a
Nelder-Mead simplex search for the local optimum of a particular constant in
an individual expression trees. To prevent over-fitting, the pool of points used
for local-optimization is independent of the pool used for training and testing.
The use of this technique dramatically improved results.
We compare two different cost functions in this method: the average sum
of square errors between the target and model torque (sse), and the squaredcorrelation coefficient (r2 ). We show that the latter produces more accurate mod125

els when used on simulated data.

7.2.2 Genetic Algorithm
Using a standard genetic algorithm to solve the regression problem leads to
bloated expressions [122]. Consequently, as simulated generations progress,
the expression trees become increasingly complex and eventually unreadable.
Because we are seeking a simple quasi-steady model, we require that the expression trees remain small and human readable. We compare two methods
to accomplish this: parsimony pressure methods, and multi-objective methods [126, 127].
Bloat control methods that using parsimony pressure modify the cost function with a pressure term that tends to reduce population size [122, 126]. We
find that constant and two-tier parsimony pressures both can produce succinct
models that are accurate on simulated data. However, we find that the quality
of results from both of these methods is highly sensitive to their parameter values. Therefore, when no a-priori knowledge of the solution is available, finding
correct values for these parameters is not feasible.
To reduce bloat, multi-objective methods optimize, not only the quality of fit
of an expression, but also the size of the expression tree [128,129]. Consequently,
the genetic programming method, produces a Pareto set of optimal solutions.
The user must choose the solution that has the best trade-off between size and
correctness. In practice, we find that the NSGA-II multi-objective optimization
method works well for this symbolic regression problem [130]. We, however,
find that because small expression trees are easy to produce (i.e. crossover be-
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tween two small threes invariably leads to small trees), the population quickly
fills with homogeneous small models [131]. Therefore, we must enforce population diversity artificially.
To maintain diversity, we modify the crossover operator in the genetic algorithm. Instead of choosing the crossover node randomly from the expression
trees, we choose an internal node with 90% probability [125]. This prevents
crossover from generating many small trees. We also modify the ranking of
optima in NSGA-II, to ensure that solutions dominate themselves. This small
change ensures that multiple identical trees are not all considered equally fit,
but one is chosen as the true optima. We find that while these methods suffice
to maintain diversity an additional increase in convergence speed by maintaining a small pool of individuals that evolve separately [132]. The two pools are
combined every 50 generations, and the small pool regenerated with random
individuals.
The full training sets used for symbolic regression ranged between 1000–
10000 target torque values with corresponding values for u, v, θ and θ̇. To improve convergence, generalization performance and speed-up the evaluation of
the fitness function, we co-evolve a subset of the training set that we use as the
target values in symbolic regression [133]. We find that using a predator-prey
model to co-evolve these subsets produces good results on training data, but
fails on the real torque values. This is because for these values, it becomes too
easy to evolve subset pools where symbolic regression can make no progress.
Therefore, we use how well the fitness on the whole dataset is approximated by
the subset for a set of randomly chosen individuals from the symbolic regression set as the fitness function for the co-evolving subsets. This fitness function,
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Figure 7.1: Motion trace of data generated using original falling paper model.
though costly to evaluate, produces faster and higher quality results than evaluating the fitness of the expression trees on the entire training set.

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Generated Data
To test the symbolic regression method in §7.2.2, we use the unmodified falling
paper model to generate a series of trajectories of a freely falling paper under
the influence of gravity. We find that the particulars of the trajectory are unimportant as long as it contains sufficient distinct states of the falling plates. We,
therefore, use the trajectory shown in Fig. 7.1 in our analysis. This trajectory
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Figure 7.2: Pareto front for the sum of squared errors versus the depth of the
expression tree. Note that good solutions are minimized under both axes.
corresponds to 1000 distinct u, v, θ and θ̇ points. We also modify the torque
model in FPM, to see how well models of varying complexity are recovered by
the GA. For brevity, we show the results of applying it to,
τ0 = −uv − (0.2 + 0.2 |ω|)ω,

(7.4)

and find similar results for other models. To compare fitness functions, we apply the symbolic regression program using both sse and r2 to this dataset.
We show the Pareto optimal front of sse and depth for the symbolic regression in Fig. 7.2. The results are shown after iterations 10, 400, 800, 1200 and
finally 1600. After the 10th iteration little learning takes place. Once the population has converged to the optimal front, we see that the sse of the expressions
have a large jump from expressions of depth 2 to expressions of depth 4. Past
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Figure 7.3: Time trace of torque for the generated data from a simulated run of
falling paper model and as predicted by various depths of converged of symbolic regression trees. Sum of squared errors are used as the cost function of the
optimization.
this point, diminishing returns can be seen in the addition of additional tree
levels.
We show the time traces of torque, τν , as generated by the falling paper
model, and as predicted by the symbolic regression. Expression trees of varying
depths are compared from the converged Pareto front. As above, it is apparent
that the depth of four nodes expression makes predictions that are very close to
the generated data. Adding additional depths to the tree produces only negligible improvement in the approximation. The equation predicted by the tree of
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Figure 7.4: Pareto front for the r2 versus the depth of the expression tree. Note
that good solutions are maximized under the r2 axis and minimized under the
depth axis.
depth four nodes is,
τ = (0.0183472 + 0.478082 · v) · (sin(θ) − 0.714295 · u).

(7.5)

Above, we note that the u · v dependence of the generated data can be seen,
however the expression has no ω dependence, indicating that either more runs
are necessary or, more likely, that a local optima was obtained. The more complex solutions show a similar lack of dependence on ω. We note that this run is
typical of the ones observed - namely this fitness function often falls into local
optima where incorrect dependence on variables is predicted.
We repeat the above procedure to analyze the results of using the Pearson’s
r2 coefficient as the cost function for the symbolic regression. We show the
Pareto optimal front as a function of iteration is shown in Fig. 7.2. Generation 10, 300, 500, 880 and 1170 are shown above. For this cost function, learning
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Figure 7.5: Temporal traces of torque as measured using simulated run of falling
paper model and as predicted by various results of symbolic regression. Used
correlation coefficient as fitness.
takes place over a significantly longer time period, and the expression trees only
converge past iteration 600. The diminishing returns that could be seen for the
sse cost function of the accuracy of expression with added depth can be seen
here as well. In fact, we find that past a depth of 3 very little improvement in
the accuracy of function can be seen.
In Fig. 7.3 we show the time trace of torque for the motion. We see that
by depth 3 the predicted line follows the trend fairly well and there is little
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improvement past this point. The resulting equation,
τ = −0.501349·(cos(cos(0.803327−ω))+ω+0.803327−u·v·−1.98668)+0.78714, (7.6)
shows the correct u · v dependence in the original input model, and includes
dependence on ω as well. We note that the ω dependence in this run is not the
completely correct one, however in the range of angular velocities encountered
in this trajectory −0.501349 · (cos(cos(0.803327 − ω)) + ω proves to be an extremely
close approximation to −(0.2 + 0.2 |ω|)ω. On some runs the exact torque was
found using the genetic algorithm, however this is a typical run, where correct
variable dependence was found to an arbitrarily high approximation at a reasonably tree size.
We find that using a cost function of the Pearson’s r2 coefficient is a significant improvement over sum of square errors. We therefore choose this cost
function for the analysis of the real data.

7.3.2 Real Data
To generate an improved quasi-steady model of the torque about a falling wings
centroid, we generate a trajectory of a falling plate by direct simulations of the
Navier-Stokes equations. We show a typical run that we use in our analysis in
Fig. 7.6. The numerical method used to generate this trajectory is shown in
§6.2.2. We repeat the analysis found in §7.3.1 on this dataset.
We show the Pareto optimal front as a function of iteration for symbolic regression of the full dataset in Fig. 7.7. We show generations 10, 90, 170, 250 and
330. We find that past generate 200 the Pareto front converges and little learning takes place. As opposed to the falling paper data, the full dataset does not
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Figure 7.6: Motion trace of data obtained from direct simulation of NavierStokes equation.
have a clear diminishing return point when the accuracy of the symbolic trees
is considered as a function of tree depth. There is a much smoother improvement curve that improves dramatically between depths 1–4 and then falls off
somewhat past this depth, but still continues to rise.
In Fig. 7.3, we show the time trace of torque for the motion. We once again
find that by depth 4 the predicted curve follows the full dataset well, although
unlike the falling paper data there are deviations from this curve. The torque
model that results from this regression is,
τ = −0.00184853 ·

sin(3.95855 − v)
− 0.00664301.
0.121015 − u + sin(u)

(7.7)

We find that this model improves on the accuracy of the falling paper model for
the regressed trajectory. Thus, in the absolute sense it represents an improve134

Figure 7.7: Pareto front for the r2 versus depth of the expression tree. Note that
good solutions are maximized under the r2 axis and minimized under the depth
axis.
ment in accuracy. However, the formula gives little insight into the underlying
processes. This is, in part, because the dimensions of the equations are incorrect. Therefore, formulas such as Eq. 7.7 either must be rigorously analyzed by
hand the genetic algorithm must be modified to take units into account. This
indicates that a quasi-steady torque model may exist, and can be approximated
by some of the models present.

7.4 Summary and Future Work
Here, we introduce a genetic programming method for discovering the equations of motions that drive a physical system. We find that by incorporating
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Figure 7.8: We compare models of various complexity for τ that were found
using the symbolic regression method to the target value calculated from simulating the Navier-stokes equations. For the above results, we use the correlation
coefficient as the cost function for the genetic algorithm.
multi-objective Pareto optimization to reduce bloat, active and passive diversity maintenance, and the correlation-coefficient as the fitness function we are
able to recover the torque model that is used to generate a simulated trajectory
of a plate falling under the influence of gravity. We also apply this method
to recovering an approximate quasi-steady torque model from numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. We find that this method is able to recover
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models that improve upon the torque model in the Falling paper in the sense
that they have a lower sum of square error and higher correlation coefficient.
They, however, do not provide any insight into the physics underlying the system. Therefore, the formulas that this software currently outputs are of limited
benefit. They must either be rigorously analyzed by hand to ensure that they
are physically viable or improvements must be made to the algorithm to account for its shortcomings. Nonetheless, the fact that this algorithm produces
high quality symbolic approximations of the quasi-steady torque, lends hope
that with future improvements to this technology an accurate physically based
quasi-steady model may be found.
To improve the above described GA method, we plan to include the ability to
generate expressions that have consistent units [134]. We believe that by doing
so the models that the GA finds will be much improved. Additionally, the use of
numerical solutions of Eq. 6.1 to generate the target torques may be transcended
by the use of direct experiments measuring the trajectories of falling plates.
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